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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this thesis is to develop a model for the 

emelysis of curriculum structure and organisf!Uon in 

Australian secondand schools and to apply a computer 
formulation of the model to two case studies. The model 

proposes the construction of indicators of curriculum provision 

and teacher workload using the raw data provided by school 

timetables and class lists. This in turn leads to the idea of 

standardising curriculum structure in a way that will enable 

compar-isons to be made between different schools, the same 

schoo 1 ¥lith different ti me tables or bet ween schoo 1 

substructures such as year groups . 

Limitations and advantages of tt'lis approach are explored 

through an analysis of the concepts of modelling, informat1on 

and orgflnisation. It is proposed that this view of curriculum 

implies an evaluauon perspective that focusses on school 

improvement as a process of informed crHicism and collective 
deci si on-making. 

Severol applications of curriculum am:ilysis are suggested 

including the setting of specific goals for school improvement 
programmes, industrial applications in the area of workloads 

and a scheme for the classification and standardised 

description of curriculum pl ens. 
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PREFACE 

The ideas in this thesis hBve their origins in an 

unpublished paper co-authored with Mr M. Thompson and Mr 

N.T.A. Jackson and entitled "Measuring Staff Workloads" (Prince 

Alfred College 1961 ). Trtis paper proposed the notion of a 

s-tt1dent /Jm,~r as a possible indicator of workload and used this 

idea to detect changes in ·,vorkload that resulted from a new 

t1 me tab 1 e. It was much later in 1984 that I became aw fire of 

the work of Dr I.A. Davies and realised that what we had 

attempted in 1981 fitted in we 11 wit~1 his approach. The setting 

of this approach in an evaluation and school improvement 

context reflects the influence of my supervisor, Dr N. Russell, 
without whose encouragement very little would have been 

achieved. 
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CHAPTER ONE: I.NTRODUCTION 

1. I .BACKGROUND 

The ideas in this thesis have their origins in an 

evaluation of the Middle School curriculum at Prince Alfred 

College in the years 1979 to 1980. At the time this school 

shared common features with many schools in Australia - its 

curriculum content being largely determined by the 

requirements of an external public examination and university 

entn:ince. 

As the school had a conservative tradition it is not 
surprising that it responded rather slowly, (if at all) and in an 

organic sort of way, to a variety of stimuli from the outside. 

In the normal way of such independent schools internal 

control of the curriculum resided in e standing committee of 

senior teachers in promotion positions. Most of these were in 

charge of the traditional university controlled subjects while 

the others made up the Senior Executive of the school

Headmaster, Deputy Headmaster, Director of Studies, Master of 

the Middle School and Master of the Senior School. 

Despite (or perhaps, because of, such a committee), the 

review of the Middle School curriculum was entrusted by the 

Headmaster to a specially appointed subcommittee consisting 

of the Master of the Middle School, the Director of Studies tmd 
three assistant teachers. The members of the committee had a 

wide range of evaluation experience but I think H true to say 

that no-one had attempted a review on quite this level of 

generality before. 

I remember that we began by looking at curriculum 
development models and without very much of a clear plan, 

proceeded to draw up lists of objectives and to get feedback 

from other staff about the sorts of things that they thought 

ought to be on or off the 11 st. 



1. 1. 1 The Review 

The Review committee commissioned many discussion 

papers, organised conferences and seminars, interviewed 

numerous staff members and published a report. In 1980 a new 

subcommittee was formed to implement the changes that had 

been agreed to (by the Headmaster). It proceeded to consider 
the practical requirements of staffing and timetabling the new 

curriculum and first attempts were made to look at the 

implications of the changes for classroom methodology. The 

beginning of 1981 saw a new timetable in operation. 

1. 1.2 The School As o Workploce 

The introduction of the new timetable quickly reminded 

the Review committee that if schools are places where 

students learn, they are also places where teachers work. 

Decisions made by the management group which require the 

alteration of teacher work habits (in place often for ten or 

more years), meet with considerable resistance, particularly if 

there is inadequate consultation as may often be the case if 

major reorganisation is attempted. 
Nowhere was this more obvious than in the school 

timetable; what appeared to be merely a technical exercise at 

the end after all the important decisions had been taken, 

produced vastly more resentment and hostility than any other 

aspect of the review. 

In fact, the school Staff Association, acting 

independently of the senior management of the school, 

appointed its own subcommittee to investigate the effects of 

the new timetable on teacher workloads. This group faced the 

daunting task of extracting this information from the only 

generally accessible source, the school timetable. 

2 



· 1.1.3 Workloads ond Formuloe 

As the members of the Workloads Subcommittee 

proceeded with their task, one issue that emerged was that of 

determining some way of comparing workloads. It soon became 

clear that this was a delicate matter about wh1ch too much 

precision would be inadvisable, even if possible. 

The ethics of comparing workloads or more generally, of 

displaying information publically that can be considered to be 

personal in some sense, Quickly becomes a problem in an 
environment where working hours are loosely defined and 

where it would be considered unprofessional to be too precise. 

Rather sounder ethically is the request that some method be 

found -tnat would enable any teacher to detect differences in 
their workload from one year to the next (particularly if a new 

timetable is introduced!). 
From this position, the notion of on INDICATOR was 

developed by the subcommittee, as an objective measure of at 
least some aspects of workload which would detect some of 

the changes. Most importantly, any change in the indicator 

would be generolly ogreed to constitute o c~t'lnge in workload 

although the reverse would not necessarily be true. 

1.1.4 Revolution versus Continuol Improvement 

Huch to the surprise of the members of the original 

committee, some of the most interesting results of the review 

were not the intentional ones, nor had many of the later 

problems associated with the reforms been foreseen. Of course, 

the latter is inevitable because some predictable problems will 
tend to be avoided by devising strategies to circumvent them. 

This is the negative side of the methodological problem 

of ony mojor reform based on the overthrow of the existing 

system and its replacement with something better: the 

removal of the past and the large number of complex factors 

3 



that must be altered presents the reformer with a problem of 

control. 

The alternative is improvement through the elimination 

of error- by concentrating on the immediate problems rather 
than the distant ideal. 

Karl Popper is one of the best known advocates of this 

position which he refers to as "piecemeal social engineering" 

as opposed to "utopian engineering" (Popper 1957. 66-67): 

"The characteristic approach of the piecemeal engineer is this. 

Even though he may perhaps cherish some ideals which concern 
society "as a whole" - its general welfare, perhaps - he does 

not believe in the method of redesigning it as a whole. 

Whotever his ends, he tries to achieve them by smal1 

adjustments and re-adjustments which can be continually 
improved upon ....... He knows that we can learn only from our 

mistakes. Accordingly, he will make his way, step by step, 

carefully comparing the results expected with the results 

achieved, and always on the look-out for the unavoidable 

unwanted consequences of any reform; and he will avoid 

undertaking reforms of a complexity and scope which make it 
impossible for him to disentangle causes and effects, and to 
know what he is really doing." 

The ideas developed in later Chapters reflect this attitude 

towards improvement with its emphasis on consequences 
rather than intentions. If institutions improve in the way that 

Popper suggests, then there is a need for instruments which 

will enable the less obvious consequences of changes to be 
detected. 

1.1.5 Curriculum Provision 

Any discussion of workloads quickly leads to the 

discussion of staffing costs and to the more general notion of 

4 



CURRICULUM PROVISION, the cost associated with any given 
set of learning experiences. 

The poss10ility that quantities such as stt1ff-stt1dent 

rt1tio provide a more rellable indicator of curriculum priorities 
than the usual list of educational objectives leads to a theory 
of curriculum analysis based on the mathematical analysis of 

timetables. 
From this position, curriculum development begins with 

the careful analysis of the existing school timetable and the 
evaluation of curriculum change is reduced to the comparison 
of suitably analysed old and new timetables. 

After a review of the work of T.I. Davies in this area a 
became apparent that a unified approach to both teacher 
workload and school curriculum was possible and might provide 
important insights into what a school purported to do as 
opposed to what the timetable indicated it was actually doing. 

1 _2. A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

It was on the besis of this school experience in 
curriculum evaluation, thet I began to consider the role of the 
t1meteble in the curriculum and to delve further into the topic 
of evaluation. 

In turn, this led to a consideration of Bn appropriate 
methodology for enquiry in the social sciences end also back to 
the branch of philosophy that involves itself with the problems 
of value determination, ethics. 

\vorking flt the other end with school timetables involved 
looking at their information and organisation function and at 
ways of extracting information about workloads and 
curriculum. The possibility of a content-free and therefore, 
intention-free, analysis of the curriculum based on 
organisational structure presented itself. 

It wes in the notion of a MODEL that I found the unifying 
concept for these two poles of the enquiry. 

5 



1.2.1 Models 

To someone with a mathematical training, mathematical 
modelling is a natural way of proceeding and leads to a 
consideration of the modelling process in general, although it 
first appears to be at one end of a very wide spectrum. At the 
other end are those figures of speech ref erred to as metaphors. 

The idea that specific models are based on general models 
end that these in tum, correspond to broad metaphors is 
supported by Max Black when he says that: 

• ...... every metaphor is the tip of a submerged mode1.-
(B1ock. 1962. 240), 

and is a recurrent theme in the discussion in later chapters. 
Black calls the broadest analogies "conceptual archetypes" 
(ibid .• 241): 

-sy an "archetype· I mean a systematic repertoire of ideas by 
means of which a given thinker describes, by analogical 
extension, some domoin to which those ideas do not 
immediately end literally apply." 

If the idea of archetypes is more common in literature than in 
science, this is precisely the point; it provides the basis for a 
single methodological approach: 

"When the understanding of scientific models end archetypes 
comes to be regarded as a reputable pert of scientific culture, 
the gap between the sciences and the humanities wi11 have been 
pertly filled: (ibid.6 243) 

6 



1.2.2 Information 

The fact that a school timetable is a mine of information 

about the school curriculum that is very difficult to extract, 

leods to a consideration of how a timeteible could be improved 

as an information system and of the po1itics and ethics of 
information access. 

The concept of INFORMATION also provides a new 

modelling language which arise out of the more generol notions 

of Systems Theory. At the same time, it introduces the notions 

of information technology end computer modelling. 

Systems theory stresses the importance of organisation 

and control and their relationship to information. By moYing 

from the root metophors of system through intormotion 
system to a precise mBthemBticBI made/ of school 

organisation, my intention hes been to provide a unified 

approach to school improvement based on the notion of 

modelling. 

1.3. CURRICULUM AND EVALUATION 

The ideas of model, metaphor and system are applied to 
curriculum in subsequent chapters. Arising out of this 

discussion is the proposal that changes in the underlying 

metaphors for curriculum are reflected in the creation of 

particular curriculum models and their associated evaluation 

models. This in turn leads to the problem of determining the 

role of eYaluation in a curriculum conceived organisationally 

and presented in a manner which suits those whose primary 

interest is administration. Put simply: 
changes in concept11t1I archetypes 

imply 
cllBnges in ct1rrict1lt1m detinit ion 

imply 
changes in Cllrric11!t1m Ewo/116tion. 
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1.3.1 The Problems of Curriculum Chonge 

The experience of the review committee at P.A.C. 
supports the view that any chfrnge to the system, no mBtter 

how well-intentioned, will hove unforeseen and possibly 

undesirable side-effects. 

Assuming this to be true, at least three issues emerge; in 
the first place, the problem of initiotion: 

"How is it possible to achieve changes in organisationsr. 

In the second place, the problem of demorA·otian: 

·How is it possible to decide whether changes in an 
organisation constitute improvements and to analyse their 

side-effects?". 

More specifically, the final problem of consistency 

"To what extent does the actual organisation of a school 
curriculum accurately represent the stotements of purpose and 
intention that make up the official school policy?". 

The partial solution proposed in the second case is a 
conservative one following the ideas suggested by Popper: 

Don't do too m11ch ot once.! 

In the first case, participation will be proposed as a key 
component, while a solution to the third will be sketched along 
the lines of e seerch for disagreements. 
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1.3.2 A Mathematicol Mode1 of Curriculum 

The key to a mathematical analysis of curriculum 

structure can be found in the organisational principle of the 
school class: 1:1 group of stlldents, a teocher, a Sllltject, a 
$/Bnlle and a time ollBcotion. To go further into content and 

methodology may be possible but an initial analysis can be 

based on organisational principles only. Clearly this reverses 
the usual approach to curriculum analysis which looks at 

phllosophy first end organisational practicalities last. 

1.3.3 Timetob1e Inf ormotion 

The timetable organises the school by ensuring that the 

events sit/dents, te8cher, st1ltjectand Yentm occur 

simulttmeously. To bring this about the timetabler coordinates 

information at higher and higher levels. ·I will argue that this 
coordination of information is precisely what is meant by 
ORGANISATION. 

A successful model for timetable analysis will allow 
information hidden in the timetable, such as teacher 

workloads, to be t✓ncovered. 

In fact, any use of the term anolysis imphes a certain 

covertness on the port of whotever is being analysed and the 
general flavour of this approach allies it to that which 

considers schools to have a /JJdden ogendoi.e. aspects of the 

system that are so deeply entrenched as to be taken for granted 
but that are often in conflict with the explicit aims of the 
organisation. This is certainly recognised in schools as the 
following quote from a booklet published by the Education 
Department of South Australia, indicotes CS.A. Ed. Dept. 
1960, 6): 
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''The timetable of a secondary school plays a significant part in 

the "hidden curriculum". The amount of time allocated to 

subjects, their placement in the school day, the levels at which 

seniors teach, the kinds of choices av1:1ilable to students, ways 
of grouping students, all convey messages to students about the 

way students and subjects are regarded." 

While, for example, a school may consider some subjects 

so important thot everyone does them while other subjects 6re 
non-compulsory, timetable analysis may reveal that 

considerably more of the school's resources are expended on the 
elective curriculum than on the more important core. 

1.3.4 lnformotion Systems 

Since any discussion of timetables quickly leads into a 
discussion of information processing, this suggests that on 
organisational model of curriculum should have the 
development of a flexible information system as one of its 

major aims. The end product of a mathematical model will be, 

therefore, a computerised curriculum information system 

which is both a model of the curriculum in action and a tool for 

testing the effect of changes. 

In the long run, this system would incorporate the 

timetable proper, class lists and associated statistics such as 

gender, student assessment information end relief teacher 

allocation. Reports of various kinds including reports of 

student progress, could then be printed from this database. 

1.4. DECISION-MAKING Bnd PARTICIPATION 

The problem of organisational improvement leads to a 

consideration of the control subsystems of the organisation. 

Access to information for the purpose of participating in 

decision-making and constructive criticism of past decisions, 

10 



is an under1ying theme of this thesis and imp1ies a certain 
ethical position. 

The principle that people effected by decisions should 

have some say in their making is an important principle of 
consultation. Its special case: 

People equo/ly effected by decisions shot1ld hove on equol SBJI 

in their moJ:ing ., 

seems to me to be a basic princip1e of democratic decision

making. 
This emphasis on critical participation in decision

making is defended by Mill in the following way (Mill. 1961. 
236-237): 

"It is the fashion of the present time to disparage negative 

logic - that which points out weaknesses in theory or errors in 
practice, without est0blishing positive truths. Such negative 

criticism would indeed be poor enough as an ultimate result; 
but as a means to attaining any positive knowledge or 

conviction worthy the name, it cannot be valued too highly; .... : 

1.4.1 Democracy in the Workplace 

In line with these sentiments is the hope that the ideas 

developed in this thesis can be applied to produce 
improvements in schools by providing the information that will 
enable staff, students and parents to have a greater say. 

In my experience, it is unlikely to be existing 

monogements who will provide this information on their own 

initiative: reform in this area will depend on the amount of 
political pressure that can be applied. 

I have no doubt that considerable pressure could be 
exerted by union members who used the publically avoilable 
timetable end class lists to set up the sort of information 
system envisaged in the fallowing chapters. 

11 



1.5 IN SUHMARV 

The major aim of the fallowing Chapters wil1 be to 

deve1op a mathemica1 model that wiH allow certain types of 

school timelables to be analysed with a desktop computer. This 

process will be set in a discussion of the philosophical 

approach to such matters as inf ormatlon, organisation, 
decision-making and school improvement that is implied by 
mathematical models of school organisation. 

Two case-studies will be analysed in detail and their 
curricula compared. Finally a set of topics for further 

investigation will be listed. 

12 



CHAPTER TWO: METHODOLOGV 

Abstroct 
As proposed in the Introduction, modelling provides a rich vocabulary for a 

'vlide range of processes related by a common structure. In mathematical terms, 

this structure is very general and consists of a principal set, secondary set and 

rule of correspondence. Relations in the secondary set can be translated into 

hypothetical relations in the pri ncip81 set by me8ns of the correspondence. In 

other -words, the properties of one system are projected onto the ~nd. Within 

this broad structure models and metaphors can be seen to be closely related 

methodological tools. 

Models can be classified as being plans, replicas, simulations and ideab. 

Every theoretical model has its origins in a rMt metaphor: ne'vl models are 

generated by changing the underlying metaphor. 

A common use of modem ng {simulation) is the substitution of properties of 

the original object by the corresponding propertie3 in the model 'vlhich may be 

more convenient to use for certain purposes (such as communication). Even \,alhen 

models are primarily intended as plans or simulations the data required for their 

construction, when reprocessed, provides often unexpected information 8boul the 

original object. 
I mprovernents in models can be made provided the d1screp8ncies between the 

model and the original can be detected. Apart from testing, the main problem 

'w'ith modelling is the confusion of well-kno'w'n properties of the secondary system 

vtith the corresponding hypothetical properties of the principal system. 

2.1. ISOMORPHISM and METAPHOR 

2. 1. 1 Introduction 
Discussion of methodological approoches by outhors such 

as Gross (1958~ 1-22) has involved analysis of the ways i~ 

which the procedures of the physical sciences can be re

established as appropriate methods in the social sciences: this 

introductory discussion will focus on the notion of madel
moJ:ing or MODELLING as a key procedure in the development 
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of social theory. Closely related to the notion of modelling is 

the mathemamaucal concept of ISOMORPHISM. 
Although this concept is precisely defined in the 

discipline of mathematics, it can be discussed at a less formal 

level; for example, Hofstadter gives the following definition 

(Hofstadter., 1960., 49): 

"The word isomorphism app11es when two complex structures 

can be mapped onto each other, in such a way that to each part 

of one structure there is a corresponding part in the other 

structure, where "corresponding" means that the two parts play 

similar roles in their respective structures: 

In this general formulation, isomorphism can be used to 

clarify what is meant by modelling a system; this is done by 
Brodbeck ( 1958) and by Block ( 1962). Both of these writers 

see models as isomorphic copies of the original system and 

both discuss the advantages and the dangers of the modelling 

e,pproach in scientific and philosophical in11estigBtion. Their 

discussion involves the following important features: 

(a) - isomorphism is a symmetrical relation: either 

structure can model the other in the most general sense- but 

the point of the procedure is that one of the systems is better 

known or easier to work with and is therefore refered to as the 
"model" of the other. 

Hence, the modelHng relation is asymmetrical in practice. 

(b) - Similarity of structure may be present in systems 

with the most diverse content {or more traditionally, the same 

forms may be present in completely different materials). 

(c) - It follows thBt the existence of e,n isomorphism 

between two systems does not necessari1y indicate any 

connect_ion between the contents of the systems, nor do.es it 

involve emy transfer of ontological status. A famous example is 

the fact that the sim11arity of the equatlons governing electro

magnetic phenomena and those describing the behavior of light 
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does not, by itself, establish their essential identity- Maxwell 

had also to show that the physical constants of the two 

systems were eQual. 

(d) - The importance of a good model is its potenU al to 

guide inquiry in the unknown system as well as to provide a 
vehicle for description. 

As such, modelling is seen to be a crucial aspect of 

scientific discovery as well as an aid to description. Its 

relationship to explanation is much more complex since to 

explain something is to say what it is not what it rnoyt,e lii:e 

2. 1.2 Modelling ond Discovery 
The d,~~coYery 8spect of modelling is extensively 

developed by Block ( 1962, 230) where he lists the following 

conditions for the use of a theoretical model: 

1. We have an original field of investigation in which 

some facts and regularities have been established 

2. A need is felt, either for explaining the given facts and 
regularities, or for understanding the basic terms applying to 
the original domain 

3. We describe some entities belonging to a relatlvely 
unproblematic, more familiar, or better organised secondary 

domain 
4. Explicit or implicit rules of correlation (or 

isomorphism) are available for translating statements about 
the secondary field into corresponding statements about the 

original field. 

5. Inference from the assumptions made in the secondary 

field are translated by means of the isomorphism and then 

checked independently against known or predicted data. 

These ideas appear to have more to do with the 

psychology of the discovery process than the methodology of 

science if we are to believe Popper ( 1959., 31): 
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occurs ..... may be of great interest to empirical psychology; but 

it is a molter irrevalent to the logical analysis of scientific 

knowledge." 

Not all writers on this matter agree with Popper- e.g. 

Blockwell ( 1969~ 1-30) suggests that an ·additional 

program for philosophy of science" is the development of a 

theory of discovery. 

Whether it is the business of philosophers or of 

psychologists the concept of modelling has become •SO 

ubiquitous that there is considerable value in checking Black's 

analysis against some common illustrations. 

2_ 1 _3 Illustrations and Clossificntion 

To begin with, the conditions 11sted by Black certainly 

apply to such things as maps and directories: in a street 

directory the network structure of the city's streets is 

preserved, with street names forming the isomorphism; this 

isomorphism enables us to discoverour way through the city. 

A different category (end the most common use of the 

word) consists of models usually ref erred to as rep/Jc11s: here 

the idea is to preserve outward appearences. at leost so faros 
shape or proportion are concerned. One special case in this 

category is the exact replica or reprodt1ction 
A third commonly occuring type 1s the simt1/oh"on where 

the model aims to preserve or to test some aspect of the 

functioning of the original: model trains, computer 

simulations, etc. are clear examples of this type of JoJ-'orJ.'lfl...ll 
model. A fourth major grouping consists of models that are 

constructed or developed as examples of standard or ideal 

types; such uses of the word as f11shion model, exB.mp/org cose 
and model e .. ~'6mple suggest this category. Models of this type 

preserve desired or worthJ•J•'hile features of the original and 

are used to determine standards and norms, i.e., they enable us 

to discover how to behave under certain circumstances. This is 
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one of the two groups of models that Kuhn calls "paradigms" 
( 1977,, 296): 

"Exemplars ..... are concrete problem solutlons, accepted by the 

group as, in a quite usual sense, paradigmatic." 

A final category is made up of models which have a 

communication function: the way in which letters of the 

alphabet are made to stand for spoken sounds is an example of 

what is intended here. It is difficult to see what physical or 

structural properties of the two sets of objects are preserved 

by the correspondence which imposes structure of its own 

rather than reflects pre-existing structure. 

Communication models lead into a discussion of the 

notions of significonce, meoning and intormotion, for it is by 
their means that a set of objects (such as letters of the 

alphabet) can be used in place of other objects to which they 

bear no obvious resemblance (such as sounds); this substitution 

process alters the otherwise common-sense meaning of the 

objects in the sign set. These matters will be considered in 

more detail in Chapter 3 where the concept of information is 

explored. 

As wHh all models, communication models have a 
representitative function: in an alphabet letters represent 

sounds because the exact replication required by a 
communication system can be more easily performed with 

1 etters On the past at 1 east). 
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2.2. MODELS AND MET AP HORS 

2.2.1 Introduction 
The classification of models by function certainly 

does not produce exclusive classes: any actual model may have 

several functions. 

It is reasonable to suggest that all models have an 

essential communication or representation function in that 

they signify something about the properties of the original and 

are often used as a substitute because they are more easily 
replicated than the original. This can be seen even in such 

simple cases as model aircraft bu1lding where the substitution 

of the plastic model for an actual aircraft has a lot to do with 

the fact that plastic models are simple to reproduce. 

Viewed dynamically, the mode11ing process can be seen as 
the transf ormetion of the origli,ol into the model by means of 

the isomorphism; the structures preserYed by the isomorphism 

are then referred to as the invorionts of the transformation. 

This view of the process has considerable emotional appeal 

since it suggests energy and power but it also involves an 

ontologicol committment that is difficult to sustoin outside of 

the realm of mathematics. 

Underlying the notion of modelling and the more precise 

concept of isomorphism is the more elusive idea of re5soning 
DJ! ont!IC'§JJ and the powerful method of description by 
metaphor. At this end of the modelling spectrum the use of 

theoretical models in science merges into the complex 

metaphors of norm a 1 1 anguage and of poetry. 

2.2.2 The Interactive View of Metophor 
While the examples above suggest that Black's 

description of theoretical modelling may be unnecessarily 

restricted it is very much to his credit thot he recognises the 

modelling nature of metaphoric description (and by implication, 
the metaphoric nature of modelling). Indeed, his analysis of 
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" ....... the "interactive view" is committed to the following 
seven claims: 

1. A metaphorical statement has two distinct subjects- a 
"principal" subject and a "subsiduary" one. 

2. These subjects are often best regarded tis o "system of 
things· rather thtin "things·. 

3. The metaphor works by applying to the principal 

subject a system of "associated implications" characteristic of 

the subsiduary subject. 
4. These implications consist of "commonplaces" about 

the subsiduary subject. 
5. The metaphor selects, emphasises, supresses or 

organises fetitures of the principal subject by implying 
statements about it that normally apply to the subsiduary 

subject. 
6. This involves shifts in meaning of words belonging to 

the same family or system as the metaphorical expression. 
7. There is, in genen:,1, no simple "ground· for the 

necessary shifts of meaning- no blanket reason why some 

metaphors work and others fail." 

2.2.3 Substitution Metaphors 

This int@roction view is contrnsted with the classic 
st1bstitt1tion view which sees the subsiduary subject as merely 

the substitute for a number of literal statements about the 
principal subject and which, the ref ore, fails to do justice to 

the immense power and energy of a good metaphor in its ability 

to transform as object. As an illustration, the statement ·Men 
ere hairy wolves" viewed interactively works by providing a 
plan of inquiry about the principal subject ·Men" based on the 
commonpltJce properties of the subsidiary subject ·wolves". 

The purpose of the statement is both to provoke inquiry 

into the principal subject and to provide e plan by which such 
an inquiry could be accomplished. 
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Viewed from the substitution position, the statement is 

considered to be em abbreviation for a host of literal 

statements such as: 

"men are hairy", "men hunt in packs· etc., 

which may be true or false depending on how "precise· the 

metaphor is. While the first view is reminiscent of disco¥ery 

modelling, the second can be loosely compared to 

representtJUve modelling at least so faros its function is 

conside,red to be to substitute for the literal statements. 
According to the substitution theory, the basic difference 

between analogy and metaphor is one of ontology: metaphors 

assert existence, analogies do not. However, from the 

interactive perspective, metaphors suggest possibilities that 

must be tested in some independent fashion e.g.: 

"men may be hairy-, "men may hunt in packs", etc. 

There are good reasons for seeing both of these processes at 

work in metaphors and in models. 

Susan_ Sontag notes how metaphors of "consumption" have 

effected our understanding and att1dudes towards tuberculosis 
and cancer producing moral attitudes towards these diseases 

which are medically irrelevant at best and tota1ly mystifying 

at worst: 

"Any disease that is treated as a mystery and acutely enough 

feared will be felt to be morally, if not literally, contagious. 

Thus, e surprisingly large number of people with cancer find 

themselves being shunned by relatives and friends and are the 
object of practices of decontamination by members of their 

household, as if cancer, like T.B. were an infectious disease." 

(Sontog. 1983 1 1 0 }. 
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Sontag's insights are particularly relevant in the current 
context of public attitudes towards A.I.D.S. and suggest that 
metaphors can be harmful to clear thought as well es beneficiBl 

since there is a tendency for the irrelevant properties of the 
subsiduary subject to be induced as (false) properties of the 

principal subject without independent confirmation. The 
substitution view makes this tendency understandable. 

2.2.4 Mode1s as Metaphors 

The similarity between madel-moJ:ing and met11phor
m6J:ing suggests that each can be seen in terms of the other; 
more precisely, theoretical models, no matter how elaborate, 
have their origin in metaphors and analogies. To misquote 
Black: 

"Every model is the tip of a submerged metaphor·. 

Pepper refers to these prerequisites as "root metaphors·: 

"The method in principle seems to be this: A man desiring to 
understand the world looks about for a clue to its 
comprehension. He pitches upon some area of commonsense fact 
and tries if he cannot understand other areas in terms of this 
one. The original area becomes then his basic analogy or root 
metaphor. He describes as best he can the characteristics of 
this area, or, if you will, discriminates its structure. A 11st of 
its structural characteristics becomes his basic concepts of 
explanation and description." 

(Pepper, 1942, 91-92) 

These root metaphors or conceptual archetypes, unlike 
analogies, are often so deeply embedded in the model as to go 
undetected partly due to the fact that they become so familiar 
as to be overlooked and partly because metaphors assert 
existence in a way that analogies do not. 
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Secondary students introduced to Bohr's so/or system 
model of atomic structure are usually under the impression 

that they are finding out what atoms are reolly like just as 

educators sometimes justify decisions by appeal to growth 
metBphors such BS personol development without questioning 

the assumptions determined by the metBphor. 

2.2.5 The Technique of Multiple Met8phor 

A11 of this suggests that changes in modelling approaches 

imply changes in the underlying metaphors from which models 

are developed. As Gowin says (1981 ft., 196): 

·when a student gets stuck on a metaphor (education is 

growth), I suggest we try to invent a number of other 

metaphors e.g. education is a ladder, a factory, a processing 

facility, ....... , shaping and moulding clay, cultivating ... " 

Only if the root metaphor changes can new models and new 

insights be developed. 

2.3. THE ROLE OF MODELLING 

2.3.1 Introduction 

A most important problem of the modelling process is to 

determine the appropriate uses of a model once it has been 

constructed. 

If we return to the street directory illustration: while it 

may be reasonably obvious how to use the directory for its 

intended purpose, does it provide additional information about 

the city beyond what was intended and how is this to be 
distinguished from the misinformotion suggested by the 

Sontag's illustration in section 2.2.3.? 
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More relevant to later discussion {Chapter 5) is to ask the 

same Question of school timetables: EIS on obvious model of the 

school in oction what information about the curriculum do they 
provide and how reliable is it? 

2_3_2 Simulation 

To begin with, consider the circumstances under which it 

is appropriate to use the model as a substitute for what it is 
modelling. For example, consider the way in which e lottery is 
organised: it cen be thought of as a correspondence between 
two sets, ticJ:ets and pilrchosers 

The problem that must be solved is hoJ-J•' tomtJJ.·et1rt1ndom 
selection of pt1rchc1sers to recei¥e the prizes The lottery 

solution 1s a simple example of the modelling process: it is the 

tickets that are selected at random and the results transferred 

to the other set by means of the correspondence. 

In effect, random selection in the ticket set is used to 

model or simulate random selection in the purchaser set; but, 

this is not to suggest that the prizes should be awarded to the 

tickets rather than the purchasers! 

2.3.3 Enquiry 

The lottery example is primarily a simulation model but 
it could be used for the purpose of scientific enquiry into what 

is ref erred to as Sllb Jecti¥e pro/Jt1bi lity Lottery entries in such 

games as crosslotto provide a wealth of raw data about the 

level of probability knowledge in the community and could be 

used to assist research in that area. 

In the same way, as will be seen in Chapter 5, school 

timetables, while intended primarily to make sets of events 

occur simultaneously, are also a valuable source of information 
obout the school's curriculum. 
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2.3.4 Testing 

While models such as these may provide an enjoyable 

Hesure pastime in the first case and an unenviable chore in the 

second, determining the success of most models is much more 

difficult. 
It remains a matter of trial and error: the model must 

suggest hypotheses about the original which are at least 

falsifiable. This position is similar to that presented by Popper 
with "scientific system .. replacing the word model: 

" ... I shall not require of a scientific system that it shall be 

capable of being singled out, once and for all, in a positive 

sense; but I require that its logical form shall be such that it 
can be singled out, by means of empirical tests, in a negative 
sense ..... :. (Popper. 1959. 41) 

2.4. CONCLUSIONS 

The notion of modelling has the potential to provide the 

methodological bridge between the physical and the social 
sciences when it is perceived to be closely related to the use 
of metaphor in thought and language. Construction, testing and 
improvement of models is then seen as an essential part of 
scientific enquiry. 

Models constructed for one purpose may suggest a lot 

more about the original than is obvious: the problem is to be 

able to test the reliability of addltional information and not 

confuse properties of the model with properties of the object. 
This becomes even more important when the model is 

based on a powerful metaphor which grips the mind tmd makes 
it difficult to think outside of the model. I believe this is what 

Popper means when he says: 
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" ..... we therefore mistake our theoretical models for concrete 
things ,. .. .for the model is abstract or theoretical in charocter, 
end so we are liable to feel that we see it, ell her within or 
behind the changing observable events, as a kind of permanent 

ghost or essence". 
(Popper. 1957. 136). 
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CHAPTER THREE: INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Abstract 
following on from the general discussion of models and metaphors in the 

previous chapter, the joint notions of information and system are analysed as 

pr~ucing the broad group of models kno'vln as information systems. The 

underlying metaphors of General Systems Theory are considered briefly and the 

role of information in organisations discussed. This discussion leads into an 

analysis of the decision-making process and to the politics of information access. 

3_ l. THE SYSTEMS APPROACH 

3_ 1 _ 1 Introduction 

Attempts to expand the traditional paradigms of 
scientific methodology have been made in the biological os well 
as the sociological areas. As expressed by Bertnlanffy 
( 1972., xvi'i): 

"Classical science in its diverse disciplines ...... tried to isolate 
the elements of the observed universe ..... expecting that by 
putting them together again conceptually or experimentally, the 
whole or system would result and be intelligable. Now we have 
learned that for an understanding not only the elements but 
thetr interrelations are required ..... 

Thls view is not without its critics as can be seen in 
Popper ( 1957, 77): 

"If we wish to study a thing, we are bound to select certain 
aspects of it. It is not possible for us to observe or to describe 
a whole piece of the world or a small piece of nature; .. .'' 
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Popper suggests that "all knowledge, whether intuitive or 
discursive, must be of abstract aspects"_ 
(Popper. 1957., 78) 

3. 1.2 Form81 Systems 

This criticism is particularly relevant since the systems 
approach is based on a complex metaphor, the secondary 
subject of which, the OPEN SYSTEM, is a genera1isation of the 
notion of organism. However, to appreciate what this approach 
has to offer is not to commit oneself to a ho/J~<:t position. 
Bertalanffy himself says : 

" .... this model- as everyone in science- mirrors only certain 
aspects or facets of reality. Every model becomes dangerous 
only when it commits the "Nothing-bue fallacy which mars not 
only theoretical history, but the models of the mechanistic 
world picture, of psychoanalysis and many others as w·ell." 
(Bertolanffy .. 1973, 44) 

A definition of what is meant by a FORMAL SYSTEM 
contains at least some of the following characteristlcs 
(Checklnnd., 1976., 69): 

Sis a formal system tf:-
1. S has a PURPOSE 
2. S hos TESTS OF PERFORMANCE 
3. S has SUBSYSTEMS whlch interact 
4. Sis itself a subsystem of a wider system 

called the ENVIRONMENT 
5. S hos RESOURCES 
6. S contains e DECISION-MAKING process 
7. S has some guarantee of CONTINUITY. 

At least the first four of these are common to most 
attempts at definition while No.7 is frequently assumed 
implicitly. The other two cheractistics arise when the systems 
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model is applied to ORGANISATIONS such as social 

institutions. 

3. 1.3 Open Systems 

To distinguish biological from mechtmical systems a 

distinction is often made between systems that interact with 

their environment (OPEN SYSTEMS) and those which do not 

(CLOSED SYSTEMS). 

In broad terms, the root metaphor for open system models 

is orgtmism while that for closed system models is mtJChine 
To be more precise about this distinction requires the 

introduction of the ENTROPY concept. Entropy is considered by 
Angrist and Hepler to be: 

" ...... a measure of the number of independent degrees of freedom 

that a system has. A high entropy system is free to be in many 

different states." {Angrist and Hepler., 1973., 130) 

Alternatively, entropy can be thought of (objectively) as the 

amount of disorder in the system or (subjectively) as the 

extent of our ignorance of the system. Entropy introduces the 

idea of ORGANISATION as an t1nnatt1rol state for systems which 

noturoll!J move in the direction of increasing entropy. It is a 

characteristic of living things that they temporarily reverse 

this tendency by attempting to control their environment. A 

basic principle of science, the Second Leiw of Thermodynamics, 
can be stated as: 

"Microscopic disorder (entropy) of a system and its 

surroundings ....... does not spontaneously decrease". 
(ibid. 134) 

Although this version of the low has been formulated in 

terms of molecules it can be interpreted in the context of 

formal systems: 
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ftOur information about an isolated system can never increase. 
Reversible processes conserve, trreversible ones lose 
information.ft (ibid. 178) 

It will be argued in Section 4 that at the hum1:1n level, 
control of the environment becomes e metter of access to 
information. 

In terms of these ideas, a closed system is one that is 
either stable or subject to increasing entropy since its 
noninteract1on with its environment is equivalent toe lack of 

information exchange. On the other hand an open system does 
interact and may be subject to decreasing entropy (at the 
expense of its environment). 

An important new concept, INFORMATION, has now, been 
introduced and before completing this discussion of the 
systems perspective by looking at organisations, I will digress 
to consider this concept in some detail. 

3.2. INFORMATION 

3.2.1 Introduction 

A close relative of Modelling and General Systems Theory 
can be found in the THEORY OF INFORMATION developed by 
C.E.Shonnon ( 1949) and others. As formuleted by Muckoy 

( 1969), this theory provides tm addftional dimension to the 
theory of modelling outlined in Chapter 2. Mackay uses the term 
"representation" instead of model but in other respects his 
definition agrees with thet given earlier: 

"By a representation is meant any structure (pattern, picture, 
model) whether abstract or concrete, of which the features 
puport to symbolise or correspond in some sense with those of 
some other structure." (Moclrny., 1969,. 161) 
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On this basis he is able to define information in the most 

general sense as nthat which justifies representational 

activlly" (ibid. 80). In terms of the discussion presented in en 

earlier chapter, Meckay links information to the process of 

testing for discrepacy between the model and the original. 

3_2_2 The Amount of Information 

This vague qualitative definition then forms the basis of a 

more precise quantitative definition of the omo11nt of 

informotion associated with El model or representation. 

In general, the amount of information "is an additive 

measure of the equivalent number of elementory steps or 
stages in the representational activity {modelling process) 

justified" (ibid_ 80). 
Three such measures are then discussed: 

1. C.E.Shannon·s measure which indicates "the minimum 

possible number of binary steps (yes-no questions) by which 

the representation may be selected from an ensemble of 

possible representations" (ibid. 80-81 ). This is referred to as 

"selective information." 

2. The second measure refers to "descriptive· information 

and defines the amount of information to be the "minimum 

equivalent number of independent features which must be 
specified" (ibid. 61). These 0 independent features " can be 

thought of as the number of independent variables or 
dimensions of the model and are sometimes referred to as 

descriptors. 
3. Finally, the third measure (also of descriptive 

information) indicates "the eQuivalent number of units of 

evidence which the information provides for the construction 

of the represent ion" (ibid. 81 ). 
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3.2.3 Selective ond Descriptive Information 

The distinction between "se1ectiven and "descriptive· 

information is a crucial one and can be illustrated by the 

fallowing problem: 

A cord gome involves- eight cords nambP.red I to 8 ond t 1-,·o 

ployers A ond B. One of the cords is the oce of spodes ond oil 

eight ore he.Id by ployer B. Ployer A mt1st J-J•-ork 011! which cord 
H, th8 oce by osJ:ing "yes-no .. qt1estJ"ons. J.Jlhot is the. minimllm 
namber of qt1estians reqtlired to tJ!wogs obt11in the nght cord:? 

This problem has been constructed to suggest that certain 

types of information (in this case which cord is the ace?) can 

be considered to be equivalent to the minimum set of binary 

steps that determine the information: the size of this set then 

provides a measure of the amount of information involved. 

Furthermore. solving the problem shows how this measure is 

ca 1 cul ated. 

Clearly, asking eight questions will always produce the 

information since one could ask of each card whether it was 
the ace of spades or not. The difficulty with this approach is 

that e no answer only eliminates one possibility but if we 

begin by asking whether the card is in the first four or the 

second four, a wrong answer will eliminate four possibilities. 

On the same principle, the third question must identify 

the ace since a will be a choice between two cards. While our 

initial method would sometimes produce the information in one 

or any number up to eight questions, the second procedure 

always requires exactly three questions. By this process the 

information J-J-'hichcord is thet1ce? can be said to amount to 

three binary questions. 

The model involved in this problem is a very simple one 

consisting of a one-to-one correspondence between the eight 

cards and the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, while the 
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information sought is about the nature of the correspondence 
( is t'bce_.5) tJ member of the relotion.':,, rather than the principal 
and secondary subjects. 

Selective information is typical of the information 
process associated with data storage and retrieval systems. To 
obtain information from a data base it is necessary to move 
through a series of binary specifiers until the exact piece of 
information has been identified. 

Not all information processes can be reduced to a series 
of yes-no questions and answers since this depends on the 
possibilities from which the selection is made being known and 
well-defined; in other words, a selective information process 
produces nothing new but rather retrieves what is already 
known. 

In situations where this is not the case, information will 
be used to build up a model for descriptive and explorative 
purposes. Database construction a.lso illustrates this type of 
information process in the sense that its early stages involves 
decisions about classification as the the data fields ere 
established, while its use raises issues of reliability. 

These two aspects of information, the features of the 
original to be represented and the extent to which errors are 
likely to occur, are seen by Mackay as complementing the 
selective aspect: 

"A very rough analogy of their relotionship would be the 
connection between volume, area and height, as measures of 

size.· (Mackoy .. 1969. 14) 

The appropriateness of the information measure depends on 
which aspect of the information process is being considered. 

3.2.4 Communication Systems 

Selective information is related to the idea of a 
communication system: in its broadest sense, cammt1n1'c6tian 
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can be. described as the process by which already existing 
models are reproduced (or replicated). It is a modelling process 

applied to models. A communication system consists of the 
following subsystems: 

1. TRANSMITTER 

2. MESSAGE 

3. RECEIVER 

The system aims to reproduce in the receiver o model originally 

in the transmitter by means of the message; the message is 

equivalent to a series of yes-no questions and answers which 

specify states in the receiver in order to reproduce the model. 

Of course this process is itself a porticul6r type of 

· replica-modelling; information can be thought of as the 

properties of the principal and the secondary subjects 

preserved by the isomorphism (this is information in the 

descriptive sense) and as the message which reproduces the 

model for communication purposes (in the selective sense). 

3.2.5 Doto 

The distinction between doto encl intormotionis a vague 
but important one. Often the terms are used interchangeably. 

Data is a p6rticu1ar type of information: information before it 
has been processedThe processing of data means organising it 

in such a way that it can be easily communicated. 
The steps are: 

(a) collection of row date (descriptive information in its 

simplest form) 
(b) processing of data (organising descriptive information) 

(c) storage, retrieval and communication of information 

(d) testing for accuracy and reliability 

(e) improving the data. 
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From this perspective the modelling process can be considered 

to be equivalent to the process of developing, storing, 

retrieving and communicating 1nformat1on. 

The communicatory nature of models is often overlooked 

by writers such as Wartofsky whose anelysis of the modelling 

relallon involves the notion that a model must be "less rich" in 

its properties than the original: 

"We can hope that it is rich enough for us to contlnue to use it 

fruitfully as an instrument of enquiry about its object; but 

barring identity of model and object, it cannot be as rich at the 

limit and remafo a model. It must therefore be less rich in 

relevant respects than its object,. .... -. (Wortofsky , 1979., 8) 

Wartofsky uses this notion to argue that the modelling relation 

is asymmetrical which excludes reproductions as models of the 

original. Since this is contrary to an earlier statement by the 

same outhor thot "anything con be fl model of tmything else· 

(ibid. 4) it is better to argue for asymmetry by asserting that 

models, otherthan exact replicas; must be more easily 

reproducib1e than their originals. 

3.2.6 lnformotion Systems 

As a simple illustration of modelling as information 

processing, consider a telephone directory. The information is 
of the same type as that required by the card game discussed 

ear1ier: J,J,'hfch n11mber be/oll_gs too n6me.7 while the model is a 

simple correspondence between the sets: 

NAMES OF SUBSCRIBERS<--------> TELEPHONE NUMBERS. 

This correspondence forms the source of roJ-r' data; this is 

organised alphabetically, stored ond reproduced in vorious 

ways such as in book form. The telephone book then forms the 
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communication system since it allows the replication of the 
above mode 1. 

This example suggests an essential aspect of tnformation 
processing not clearly identified by Mackay: a telephone book 

could contain all of the information required of H but be almost 
impossible to use without em efficient process of organisation. 
WhHe in principle, a series of binary questions ( is the ntJme in 
the first /wit at the baai: ar in the second /Jo/IF' etc) would 
invariably turn up the required number, in practice it is the 
alphabetical ordering of the names that mokes the information 
accessible. 

So although the binary process for accessing information 
is effective it is not always the most efficient way of 
proceeding; added to the problem of rehabHity we have a 
problem of eccessiblity. This additional factor can be 

emphasized by suggesting that the usefllllnessof information 
depends directly on its level of organisation. 

The telephone directory illustrates what is meant by an 
INFORMATION SYSTEM as an example of a formal system. It 
.has subsystems associated with: 

(a) data collection 
(b) data organisation {sorting, selecting, classifying) 

(c) information storage and retrieval 
(d) communication system. 

3.2.7 Electronic Dotobose 

A final illustration of these ideas that will be used in 

Chapter 6 is provided by computerised information systems 
referrecJ to as dotoboses A database typically consists of 
fields, records and file~ 

A FIELD is a descriptive category for a record; each field 
entry is an item of raw data, a piece of the correspondence 
that is providing the desciption. All the field entries in a 
particular record, therefore relate to the object of the 
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description. Each collection of related records is celled a FILE. 
The data is organised by this system of fields, records and 

files. Information (Le. records) can be sorted alphabetically or 

numerically according to each field and selected in various 

ways. Fina11y, a reporting subsystem provides the retrieval and 

communication function. 

An information system of this type will be developed as 

part of a model for curriculum analysis in Chapter 6. 

3.3. ORGANISATIONS 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The most obvious ch6n1cteristic of a system as opposed 

to a mere collection of elements is that the perts of the 

system enter into relations with each other in order to achieve 

certain purposes; this is what is meant by saying that the 

system is ORGANISED. 
On the other hand there are some systems which are 

specifically ca11ed ORGANISATIONS: following common usage 

I will use the term orgonisation to refer to open systems JoJ••ith 
lwmt1n resa11rces tJnd pt1rpases Used in this way an organisation 

is chBracterised by its relationship to people and separated out 

from other open systems such as natural organic ones. 

To restate the earlier system chBracteristics in terms of 

a specific type of organisation I will take schools as an 

illustration. Many schools have the following organisational 

characteristics: 

1. their purpose is to educate. human beings, 

2. their metJs11res of performtJnce make up an evaluation 

subsystem, 

3. contained within the school are numerous other 

subsystems such as subject departments, houses, forms, etc.; 

these subsystems interact wHh each other, 

4. resources are varied but are both material and human, 
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5. the school hes a management structure and well

defined decision making processes, 

6. these schools are not ephemeral but continues to 

pursue their purposes over a long period of time, 

7. all schools are part of wider social system with which 

they interact. 

3-3.2 The Role of Mode11ing in Orgoni.sotions 

Consistent with the systems opprtttlCh, looking at schools 

in terms of open systems stresses the need to approach them 

as organised totalities; as Kast and Rosenzweig put it: 

·tn troditional orgi:rnisation theory, as well as in many of the 
sciences, the subsystems have been studied separately with the 
view to later putting together the parts in a whole. The 
systems approach emphasizes that this is not possible and that 

the starting point has to be the whole system·. 

(Kast and Rosenzweig .. 1976 .. 17) 

Bearing in mind that ol/ de.scriptien is se.le.ctien, the need 

for this type of approach is apparent in open systems of the 

organic type where 1t is not possible to isolate subsystems 

without basic distortion of their properties and functions; they 

cannot be pulled apart, studied under experimental conditions 

in a laborotory and then reconstructed as if they were a piece 

of machinery. 

But dissection is only one of the many metaphors for 

modelling and while its success in the area of technological 

development cannot be doubted, its inappropriateness to the 

study of organisations is not such a matter of regret once the 

general methological problem has been clarified. 
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This problem can now be stated: 

J.JI/Jot type al models ore Bppropriote to the descriptiOl'J.. 

onolysis ond underst8nding of orgonisotions s11c/J os sc/Jools.7 

HOJ-J-' con they be constrt1cted ond J-J·'/'Jot ore they 11seful for? Hon•· 
con they be tested for re/iobility ond improved? How occessib/e 

is the informotian thPJI contein? 

Chapter 5 looks at this problem in the context of 

secondary schools and proposes a model of school organisation 

that can be formulated as an information system on the school 

curriculum and which has important applications in managerial 

decision-making and curriculum improvement. 

3.3.3 Summary 

The broad notion of a system shelters two main root 

metaphors, the system as organism (open systems) and the 

system as machine (closed systems). 

The attempt to refine this distinction further leads to the 

consideration of how information is exchonged between the 

system and its environment. In a closed system, the degree of 
organisation never increases and hence, the amount of 

information transmitted to the environment never increases 
(machines eventually run down). The very existence of on open 

system, on the other hand, depends on its ability to reverse the 

tendency towards increasing entropy, to increase its leve1 of 

organisation by exchanging information with the environment 

and thereby to increase its control over the environment. 

Information has four main aspects: selection, description, 

reliabHity and accessibility. The construction of systems 

which collect, process, store and communicate information 
porollels the general process of modelling. To construct o 

model reQuires the prior development of descriptive 
information categories or fields; models are ways of organising 
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information categories. Communication can be seen as the 
process of replicating models. 

Open systems involving people are called organisations; 

the 1evel of organisation in such a system is the 1evel of 
organisation of information in the system. The performance of 
the system is therefore determined by its inf orm1:1tion 
subsystems and the sorts of models available to a. The 

relationship between information and decision-making within 
the organisation is the subject of the next section. 

3.4.DECISION-MAKING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

3.4.1 Introduction 

If information is of central importance to organisations 

it makes sense to 1 ook at such systems as though they were 

actually information systems. 
For example, viewed as information systems, schools 

become collectors, storers, retrievers, users and 
communicators of information. The function and control of 

information then becomes the basis on which the analysis of 
school organisotion can proceed. 

3.4.2 The Orgonisotionnl Role of Information 

To begin such on analysis it 1s necessary to establish the 

organisetional role of information and to see what effects the 
four dimensions of information (collection, selection, 

accessibility and reliability) have on the organisation. As an 
example, suppose that a school tests all of Hs students for 
general abil1ty; the questions that arise are: 

Ho1-1•· is the information collected? 

#oJ·J•' is the collected infarmotion orgom~'>ed so thot 

it con be t1sed.? 
fJlho hos occass to t/Ja informetion.7 
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How relioble is it?" 

All of the questions arise in the more general problem of 
deciding what the information is used for (such as, in this case, 

streaming). 

A simple structural model of information may provide 
some insight into this problem. Continuing with the above 

example, the "information" can be thought of as a relat1on 

between the set: 
S = { students } 

and the set: 

I = { I.Q.scores } . 

This one-to-one correspondence is intended to determine B 

ranking of students in terms of the concept generol obilityor 

intelligence Each item of information is of the form st11dent s 

htJs 1./l score iThis type of simple information or data is the 

starting point for the more complex levels of organisotlon. 

Suppose that the school organises its students into four 

classes: 

according to their I.Q. ranking; this will be equivalent to 
establishing a relation between the set of classes: 

and a collection of subsets, B, of the set I. For example, it may 

be decided to rank 120 students by their I.Q. and divide them 

into 4 classes of 30 using the quartiles of the ranking as the 

class boundaries. 

The original relation s has IQ. i has now been extended 
to a relation s has/[/_ i and is in c/oss C:J. From these binary 

relations a more complex level of organisation has been built 
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up, viz. the ternary relation between S,I and C which allocates 
a particular student s with I.Q. i to class 0. 
This process creates new and more complex items of 

information. 

When a timetable is constructed each item of information 
on the completed schedule such as: 

VEAR10, PERIOD 1, t1ATHSl, GA, 18, TUESDAY 

is a complex piece obtained by coordinating the information 
contained in a series of binary relations. The purpose of this 

coordination is to force certain events to happen at the same 

time. In very general terms, information is used to ensure that 

some eictivities in the system occur simultaneously. 

3.4.3 Decision-making 

Since eeich level of organisation is also a level of 
coordinated information, each involves certain types of choices 

and decisions. At the binary level, a decision can be thought of 

as a selection from all the logically possible items of 

information: to decide that student s has I.Q. i is equivalent to 

selecting the ordered pair ( s_.i) from the set S x I of all 
possible ordered pairs. What is important is the way in which 

this decision is made or, to say the same thing, how the 

inf ormaUon is obtained. 

It is clear that some decisions are logically necessary on 

the assumption of reliabtlity of information; if student shas 
I.Q. iand all /s are in 0 then s must be in Cj as was the case 

in the example obove. 

On the other hand, many decisions are not logically 
determined and raise important questions about the decision

making process. At least one other decision-type can be clearly 

distinguished emd is illustrated by the example above. The 

decision that: 
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s hos I.Q. i 

is determined by an empirical psychological theory. Decisions 
of this type can be said to be empirfcolly determined 

This leaves open the case of whether there are any other 
types of decisions but even the obove example suggests that 

this is likely; for H a decision is made to place students in 
classes so as to give a wide range of I.Q. scores rather than a 
narrow one, it is difficult to see how this decision is either 
logically or empirically determined. Rather, the decision will 
be justified by reference to broad social and educational moral 
pri nci p 1 es. 

3_4.4 Decision Types 

For convenience, I will label these decision types: 

TYPE 1 :- logicolly determined 
TYPE2:- empirically determined 
TYPE3:- morally determined. 

Of course in any complex organisation such as a large school, 

the distinction between these types may become confused 
particularly in the latter two cases: mixed ability classes may 
be decided on because of a belief that children /eorn better in 

11nstre.omed closses Partly, this confusion can be seen to arise 
from either a lack of reliable information or of access to such 
information; after all, a TYPE 1 decision, when recognised as 

such, could not be confused with the other l!Jpes. In the same 
way, the existence and accessibility of a reliable learning 

theory would distinguish between TVPE2 and TVPE3 in the case 

of mixed ability classes. 

· Even moral decisions must surely be improYed by the 

people making them at least knowing that that is what they are 
doing (although this is itself a moral assumption!). 
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In practice, confusion often arises because decisions 
must be made in reol time i.e. before they become irrelevant; 

timetabling decisions which are actually TVPE2 or 3 are often 

treated as TYPE 1 because of the necessity of getting a solution 

within the time allowed. 
The purpose of this analysis is to clarify the relationship 

between decision-making and information: to be precise, to 

clarify what is meant by making a filll!J inf armed decisic,JJ and 
to assess its importance. 

There ore two aspects to this os i Hust rated by the 

discussion above: 

1. Information distinguishes between decision types 

2. For the first two types, reliable information 
determines the correct decision. 

The relationship between information and moral decisions 

is fl crucifll flspect of evoluation and will be reconsidered in 

Chapter 4. 

3.4.5 The Politics of Information 

Since it is reasonable to assume that good decision
making and fully-informed decision-making are in close 

correspondence, an analysis of the decision-making process in 

an organisation such as a school, together with the chartlng of 
information flow might provide insights into how to improve 
both processes. The fact that this is seldom done in schools is 

partly due to the difficulty of doing it and partly to the 

polltical structure within the school. 

In many schools, power manlf ests itself in the . 
restriction of decision-making and in the control of 

information. Continuing with the illustration above, the fact 

th6t some schools do not al low students and parents access to 

1.0. scores may correspond to the fact that they have no say in 

the decision that allocates the student to a class. As a further 
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illustration, any move to obtain information about teachers· 
workloods (the subject of a loter chopter), may be viewed with 
hostilHy by the employing authorHy. 

It can easily be seen that this correspondence is not 
exact: the fact that all adults are compelled to vote in this 

country although the political system may never be explained to 

them at school is sufficient illustration; nor should it be 
assumed that every piece of restricted information corresponds 
to some power elite (although it can be argued that this is 
usually the case: confidentiality, for example, is the right to 

personal power over personal information). 

Quite often information is available but not easily 
accessible and it is this problem that electronic information 
systems can help to solve in the school context. This ide1:1 will 

be developed further in the context of curriculum information 
systems in Chapter 6. 

3.4.5 Conc1usions 

Organisations such as schools can be seen in information 

terms as information systems- this provides a new metaphor 
from which models of information development and related 
decision-making structures can be constructed. In particular, 

the broader areas of school organisatlon can be seen to 
correspond to the levels of coordination of simple information. 

The purpose of this process is to force certain events to happen 
at the same time and the model that results is the school 
timetable. 

The slogan "information is power" has some relevance to 
the notion of fully-informed decision-making. The ability of 

some people in the organisation to control access to 
information corresponds largely to their control of the 
decision-making subsystems and reflects the power 
hierarchies of the system. 

It follows that increasing access to informat1on may be 
perceived as a threat to the ei<isting power structure rather 
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than an attempt to improve decision-making by making it 
better informed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 

Abstroct 

Follo'1!i ng on from the general approach indicated in the I ritroduction that 

improvement results from a large number of small continual changes rather than 

a small number of irregular major upheavals, this Chapter develops the ideas of 

organisation in Chapter 3 into an organisational approach to the school 

curriculum. It i5 argued th&t the major approaches to curriculum imply 

approaches to curriculum evalootion; hence, an organisationel approach to 

curriculum leads to evaluation models bum around notions of information, 
decision- maid ng and control. 

4_ 1. THE NOTION OF CURRICULUM 

4_ 1 _ 1 Introduction 

If the idea of school improvement implies being able to 
describe what is actually happening in the school in some 

comprehensive sense, it is important to be able to describe the 

school's curriculum in different ways to different groups. This 
in turn suggests the need to investigate the notion of 
curliculum as it applies to schools and particularly to the 
schoo1 as an organisation (as was discussed in Chapter 3). 

Since, school organisation is modelled by the school 
timetable, this leads to of ocus on the curriculum as perceived 

by those who have the responsibility of alJocating students to 
classes, classes to teachers and of producing the timetable. 

4_ 1.2 Concepts of Curriculum 

The usual approach to curriculum is via its content and 

purpose: people, subjects, syllabi, objectives and methodolgies. 

Rugg gives the following description: 
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"The curric111tun .... is really the entfre program of the school's 
work. It is the essential means of education. It is everything 

that the students and their teachers do. Thus it is twofold in 

nature, being made up of actfvities, the things done, and of the 

materials with which they are done." 

(Rugg., 1 936., 17) 

For most purposes, this type of definition is far too vague 

and requires breaking down into more manageable blocks. In 

fact it probably mises more issues than it settles. Does, for 

example, "the entire program of the school's work· imply that 
·work· that is not programmed is "extra-curricularN? What is 

meant by "essential means"? 

The last sentence, however, is clear enough in its 

insistence that the curriculum has two clear components, 

octivities and moteriols and is not just a list of content. Like 

this one, most approaches to curriculum see it as having a 

multitude of factors to do with ed/lcotion and leorning 

Russell's review of the term lists the following 
components of curriculum (Russell, 1963., 33-34): 

1. the intended curriculum stated in the timetable or syllabus, 

2. the actual curricululum as experienced by pupils, 

3. the hidden curriculum where pupils experience end "learn" 

through activities such as weartng the school uniform, standing 
when the teacher enters the room, etc., 

4. the outcomes of learning in terms of the understandings and 

attitudes thflt students develop. 

When a school describes its c,1rr;"ct1lt1m, it usually does so by 
some genernl statement of purpose, the Schaal Ph1Josoph9 and 

by detailed lists of courses and subjects. The one detailed 

model of actual school organisation, the timetable, is 
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invariably missing just as in Rudd's definition; the closest he 

comes to considering the organi sat i ona 1 aspects of curriculum 
is in the use of the words progrBm and octivity 

One way of beginning to move from such curriculum 
descriptions as scftaal pftHosopfties which are usually so vague 
as to be not worth disagreeing about, to a curriculum plan 
which has some chance of determining action, is via the 
production Jjne means-ends paradigm. 

In keeping with the ideas explored in Chapter 2, this 

corresponds too shift in metaphor from sc/JMI IJS orgonism to 

school os indt1stry But such objectiYe models still see 
curriculum organisation as distinct from curriculum proper and 
less important than the detailed prescription of content and 

methodology by means of learning objectives. 

4. 1.3 Curriculum Mechoni cs 

An approach which emphasises the material and 

organisational reQuirements that represent the actual 

operation of the curriculum rather than how it should operate 
can be found in the work of T.I.Dovies., ~School 
Orgonisotion· .. ( 1969). 

Davies sees the entire programme of the school's work as 
being more accurately reflected in the school timetable than tn 
the usual curriculum statements with their lists of objectives 

and content descriptions. He suggests that while the ultlmate 
concern of curriculum is with "qualitative values and the 
attainment of educationally desirable objectives· (Davies., 

1969., 6), the process of realising these ends (Le. curriculum 

orgenisation): 

• ...... stands to make real headway only through applying the 

results and conclusions of a disinterested study, whose concern 

is with quentitative as opposed to qualitative, statements and 
values; a study, the focus of which is not on achieving what 

may be educationally desirable but rather on exploring the 
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range of what is mechanically possible in the way of 
curriculum patterns." (ibid. 4} 

From this perspective, what is actually happening in the 
school is determined by the actual organisational and material 
constraints and it is with the school timetable and related 
sources of information that the model-builder must begin in 
the attempt to form some overall picture. A shift away from 
ends-meons models is implied by this approach and an 
associated change in metaphor from the school (JS foctorg to 
the school os mochine. 

4.1.4 Timetables as Curriculum Models 

Of course, in schools with a small student population, 
with little or no subject choice and minimal subject 
differentiation, the timetable may be very simple and any 
information it contains readily accessible. In a large secondary 
school with a large option pool and subject specialisation on 
the part of the teachers, only the obvious information is easy 
to access: many of the important messages that the timetable 
contains may remain hidden. 

There is a problem of extracting and displaying this 
information. Like the lottery and telephone directory examples 
discussed in Chapter 3, a timetable contains information 
organised in such a way as to achieve its primary organising 
functions but difficult to use otherwise. 

As Davi es says: 

N······the school timetable, although e mine of information, has 
little but toil ano sweet to offer to someone who wants to 
extract the precious ore from it.. .. " (ibid. 7) 

By themselves; timetables are of little use for simulation 
( hlfltJt M•'Bllld hoppen if. .... ?) or enquiry ( Con Jf'8 find /hot ollt 

from. .... ?): 
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" ...... as an exploratory instrument its oction is hopelessly 

stilted through being broken up into small, and extremely 

tedious, steps of piecemeal modification.· (ibid. 7) 

4.1.5 Curricula Comporison 

Apart from the need of a school to be able to describe 

its own curriculum adequately, there is the additional task of 

comparing the curricula of different schools or old emd new 

curricula within the same school. The meons-ends approach 

makes this difficult to do accurately since 1t focusses on whflt 

should be happening in the curriculum rather than what does 

happen. 
The consideration of organisational structure provides a 

better b·asis for such comparisons: two schools may have 

almost identical aims and objectives and a very similar range 

of courses and options but an average class size of 33 in one 

and 23 in the other would reveal a fundamental difference in 

their curricula. 
All schools contain large Quantities of raw data or 

unprocessed information such as the actual number of students 

in each class but before this tnformetlon cem be used to 
describe what is going on it needs to be organised, summarised 

and diplayed in a way that makes comparisons possible. Whi1e 

timetables do this up to a point, their rigidity of form makes 

the extraction of descriptive information tedious and difficult. 
In terms of Chapter 3, timetables in their pencil and paper form 

are not very effective information systems when it comes to 
accessing the tnf ormation they contain. 

4_ 1 _6 Data Management and Curriculum Mopping 

On the other hond, the existence of DATA MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS, in particular, spreadsheets and databases that run 

on readily available microcomputers such as Apples and IBM 
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PC's, makes possible rapid manipulation of numerical data like 
class sizes and subject time allocations. 

One American approach to the problem of description is 

based on the procedures of content analysis and is ref erred to 

as ·curriculum mapping" (Eisenberg 1984). Concerns with 

curriculum models based on objectives are clearly expressed by 
Eisenberg ( 1984, 5): 

"Rather than genera 1, future orientated documents, those 

interested in curriculum need accurate assessments of the 

current state of affairs in an educational institution ... 

Hence the emphasis is on describing what is actually 

happening by breaking each class down into e series of data 

categories such as unH title, hours of instruction, level of 

instruction, teaching method, materials, student grouping, 

methods of student assessment and any others that appear 

likely to provide relevant rnw data. 

Teachers or observers are then reQuired to provide the 

information for each of their classes by means of a checklist. 

Although Eisenberg sees little problem with obtaining 

this information ("Gathering data for mapping is a relatively 

simple process ."Obid. 7)), he does admit on the same page: 

• ..... there must be systematic and consistent compilation of 

data independent of what others are doing and an earnest 

attempt to record what is reol, not what shallld be .. 

This seems to be a weakness in this type of approach 

with its emphasis on curriculum content: the assumptions it 

makes about the reliability of its initial data would be 

untenable in many Australian schools because the use of such a 

checklist would create hostility on the part of many teachers. 

Even if the majority of staff members were onside their 

ability to disentangle the reol from the shat1/d be is at best 
problematical. 
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Practical considerations rule out widespread use of 

troined observers: ossuming that enough could be found, their 

use would double the cost of the education process. 
Finally, there is also a retJI time problem in that the time 

taken to obtain the initial data may well mean that the 

information is out of dete by the time that it has been 
ext meted. 

There is an obvious similarity between curriculum 
mapping and the sorts of check1ists used for teacher self
evaluotion: the novelty is how this information is organised by 
means of microcomputer-based file handling software into an 
information system (an approach which will be applied in 

Chapter 6). 

The problem of the reliability of initial date, is the same 

in each case. 

4.1.7 _An Orgonisotionol Model of Curriculum 

In an attempt to improve on the school timetable as a 

curriculum model for simulation and enquiry purposes, a new 

model was proposed by Davies ( 1969). 
Beg.inning with the schao/ timet6ble, he works back to the 

more fundamental structure of sc/Jaal closs and develops 
information categories based on organisational patterns rather 

than curriculum content. Most importantly, he recognises a 

basic orge,nise,tional principle: that e,11 students attend a fixed 

number of classes in each timetable cycle. 

This principle can be used to give an organisational 

definition of curriculum (Davies, 1969" 2): 

• ... the school curriculum may be thought of as a system in 

which a given total of pupils is in the course of a school week 

(or timetable cycle) distributed among so many classes, with 

the individual pupil joining a certain number of these cle,sses." 
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While it is clear that such a definition has greater relevance to 
secondary thi:m primary schools end thflt there may be some 

secondary schools for wMch it is invalid, it still suggests a 
way of approaching curriculum that is fundamentally different 

from that which considers the curriculum to be either a list of 

aims and objectives or a detailed description of content (or 

both!). 

4.1.8 An Organisational Definition of Curriculum 

In order to extend the validity of Davies· definition it is 

possible to generalise his idea slightly and derive Ms version 

as a special case. The change that is required is to drop the 

restriction that students attend a certain nt1mber of clt:isses in 

each timetable; all that is required is that students are always 

in class. So the revised definition becomes: 

The school c11rrict1/t1m moy be thotl§hl oi tJS o SJISlem in t-vhich 
tJ gi¥en tolt1/ tJi fltlJJJJs is in the cot1rse of a timetable cycle 
distnbuted omong o set of c/osses:. M•'it/J the individ1Jt1/ ptlf)il 

DIJ.Jo•oys being in one of these c/osses. 

When this definition is developed into a descriptive model of 

curriculum by means of a microcomputer data management 

system, it becomes a reliable tool for school improvement and 
informed decision-making as well as the basis for a 

sophisticated curriculum information system. The devlopment 

of this system is the subject of Chapters 5 and 6. 

4_ 1.9 Conclusions 

Discussion of school curriculum ranges from 

philosophical statements of general purpose to detailed action 

plans such as the school timetable. In this shift the underlying 

metaphors move from orgonicto mec/Jonic as the discussion 
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changes from such broad ideals as personlJI groH•'th to the 
technicalities of J·J·'ho sholl teoch n·'h~t to n·'hom rJ•'hen 

Organisation and information together with logically and 
empirically determined decision-making flt in at the 
technological end of this spectrum; value decisions move 
towards the other end. Since the normal direction of the 

dicussion is from the ideal to the practical rather than the 
other way round, it is generally the case that curriculum 
definitions are framed either at the organic end or somewhere 
in the middle. 

Curriculum meclltmir.s work in the other direction 
focussing on the H•'hot is rather than the JoJ•'hot shot1ld be of 
the curriculum. One object of an organisational definition of 
curriculum is to provide information to the value decision
makers about the practical consequences of their decisions. 
This is simply to say that an organisational model of 
curriculum will have an important role to play in the evaluation 
of managerial decisions as they relate to the three problems of 
school improvement (initiation, demarket1on and consistency) 
proposed in Chapter 1. 

4.2. EVALUATION 

4s2.1 Introduction 

The process of determining value or EVALUATION is 
introduced by House in the following way: 

"Evaluation leads to a judgment about the worth of something. 
This judgment often is arrived at by grading or by ranking 
something according to how well the object fullfills a set of 
standards or criteria ..... .This means there must be a set of 
standards and a class to which the object is compared.u 
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Russe11 (1983, 81) supports at least the first sentence when 
he asserts that educational evaluation can be described as "the 
process of placing a value on". The latter part of House's 
description suggests that there is more involved than a 
"judgment about the worth": there is also the requirement that 
the judgment be justified. 

In terms of the three areas identified in the introductory 
chapter, the someth,1ngthat we are concerned with is the 
school curriculum. 

4_2_2 Ethics 

The theory of the justification of Yalue judgments (i.e. 
statements that assert absolute or relative value) is part of 
the area of philosophical investigation known as ethics. 
Although theories of educational evaluation seem to haYe 
arisen in the practical arena of schools and learning the most 
general ideas have been topics of debate since ancient times. 

To begin with a brief summary of the relevant ethical 
issues is, therefore, one way to establish a broad framework 
for an analysis of the concept of evaluation as it applies to the 
school curriculum. Few writers on evaluation seem to follow 
this approach, pref ering to treat the topic as an area of 
inYestigation in its own right rather than as an application of 
traditional ethical theories. 

Some deny that evaluetion has a great deal to do with 
value, such as, for example, Cronboch { 1977, 322-323): 

"When evaluation is carried out in the service of course 
improvement, the chief aim is to ascertain what effects the 
course has .......... . 

But it is Scriven who provides a good reason for why most 
writers avoid too much discussion of value: 
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" ... there is the objection thet hovers in the background of many 

of these discussions, the uneasy feeling that evaluation 

necessitates making value judgments and that Vfllue judgments 

are essentially subjective and not scientific." (Scriven., 
1977., 341-342) 

If Scriven is r1ght, he provides a good reason for reviewing the 

range of positions avaflable on ethical matters, since the case 

for value judgments being subjective is certainly. open to 

objection. Indeed, 1t constitutes a mojor traditional area of 
debate in ethics, at least in the Anglo-saxon world. In brief, the 

subjectivist position considers that value judgments are 
statements of opinion or emotion while objective theories 

consider them to have the same status as statements of fact. 

Both positions have been well-defended by such 

philosophers as Hume in the first case and Moore in the second 
and it is not my intention to retrace their arguments. Rather 

the ideB is to point out that any position on evaluation will 

assume some resolution of this issue. 
That this distinction is still relevant to educational 

evaluation is pointed out by Scriven·s remarks above. It is this 

problem of the stestus of values that has led some authors to 

concentrate on the descriptive aspect of evaluation, thereby 

assert1ng that their procedures are aftjecti¥e in the sense that 

they are ¥8/lle--frea Cronbach's early definition { 1977., 319) 
displays this type of emphasis: 

MWe may define evelt1ehan broadly as the collection and use 

of information to make decisions about Bn educational 

program". 

However, if we agree that there is na description n•"it/Jmll 

selection then it becomes clear that evaluators cannot escape 

the problem of value by tflcking H onto the end of the process 

since Uthe collection and use of information" requires prior 

value commitments. As Smith ( 1977 .. 1) notes: 
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"As practioners, evoluators are often preoccupied with making 

value judgments about an educational progrnm·s effectiveness, 
while seldom conscious of the more subtle value judgments 

which launch and guide the evaluation study itself." 

4.2.3 Means and Ends 

A second important distinction is nicely stated by Moore 

( 1948 .. 21): 

"(Value judgments) may assert that this unique property (good) 

does a1ways attach itself to the thing in qyestion, or else they 

may assert only that the thing in question is a cause or 
necessary condition for the existence of other things to which 

this unique property does attach." 

This ce1ebrated distinction, expressed by Moore in 

objecti11e language, is usually referred to as the meons-ends 
dichotomy; it is stated by Scriven in more modern terms 

(1967 .. 341): 

"Another kind of value judgment is the assessment of the merit 

or comparative merit of some entity in a clearly defined 

context.. ... With respect to value judgments of this kind, it is not 

only possible to find out whether or not they are believed by 
the individuals who assert them, but 1t is also possib1e to 

determine whether it is right or wrong for any one to believe 

them. Finally there are value judgments in which the criteria 

themselves are debatable, a type of value judgment which is 

only philosophically the most important and whose debatabiliy 

merely reflects the fact that important issues are not always 

easy ones." 

I have Quoted this in detail because not only does it 

illustrate Moore·s distinction but it also points out the problem 
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of deciding intrinsic value. To decide whether something is 

good os tt meons to on end is basically to show thrit it 
conforms to a set of standards and while compHcations may 

occur when there are conflicting standards involved, the 

process is at least well-defined. This is not the case when H 

comes to establishing that something is good in itself where 

there appear to be deep philosophical disagreements. 
The continued relevance of this distinction is illustrated 

by Apple (1977 .. 487): 

'The goodness of an educational environment is an ethical 

question; a embodies disparate views on how a group of 
individuals may treat and influence a younger group. However, 
the orientation thot predominates in much of public policy 

discourse, and educational discourse in particular, tends to 

redefine just such a moral question into a technical puzzle, so 

that it may be deolt with in a means/ends schema, thereby 

moking it less potent." 

4.2.4 Noture ond Ethics 

A final point, also thought out clearly by Moore and 

related to Hume's famous remark that moral dicussions often 

begin by discussing things that ore but somehow end up 

discussing things that ot1g/Jt to be, is known as the natt1rolistic 

fttllttcg; to use Moore's own words ( 1948,. 10): 

Mlt may be true that all things which are good are B1so 

something else, just as it is true that all things which are 
yellow produce a certain kind of vibration in light.And it is a 

fact, that Ethics aims et discovering whet are those other 

properties belonging to all things which are good. But far too 

many philosophers have thought that when they named those 

other properties, they were actually defining good .. .This view I 

propose to cal1 the nott1ralistic fo!Jacy." 
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Although Moore considered value to be an objective property, he 

considered gtJod to be undefimib1e and not reducible to a list of 

nBlllrtJI properties such as p/etJst1re, floppiness, etc. 
Speaking about moral decisions and their difference from 

"natural regularities", Popper restates Moore·s position 

(Popper, 1966, 62): 

"It is important for the understanding of this attitude to 

realise that these decisions can never be derived from facts (or 

from statements of fact) although they pertain to facts." 

Not that this implies that facts have no relevance to 

moral decision-making (Popper, 1966, 62): 

"Thus certain decisions may be eliminated as incapable of being 

executed, because they contradict certain natural laws (or 

ilntJ/teroble facts." 

One consequence of this position is that evaluators may 

be in complete agreement about the facts of the case without 

this determining a common assessment of worth. As Scriven 

notes: 

"In each of these cases, the disputes tum out to be mainly 

disputes about what is to count as good, rather than to be 

arguments about the straightforward "facts of the situationn ... 

(Seri ven.. 1977, 342) 

4.2.5 Restatement in Information Terms 

This can be restated 1n information terms (as deYeloped 

in Chapter 3), by saying that there are some decisions about 

which there will be disagreement despite the fact that all of 
the parties involved are fully-informed. These are exactly 

those decisions that were classified in the previous Chapter as 

martJ//ydetermfned The reason that decision-makers should be 
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fully-informed is so that they can recognise that the situation 
they are considering is neither logically nor empirically 
determined. 

Decisions of the moral type, say tapro¥Jdeorongeof 

coi/rses ot school, are justified by reference to morol 

principles such as the ft1l l ronge of otnlit ies shotJld be cotered 

far in schools 

It is the justification of the latter principle that is 
problematic; sucl1 solutions as 11tJJitorionism, which would 
assert that the /till ronge of obj/jties s/JotJ/d be cotered for in 

sc./Joo!s 1s a statement justified by the argument that in this 
way the greotest h8pp1i1ess of tl1e greotest nt1mber is achieved, 

are examples of the nott1rolistic to/Joey since they are based 
on the equation: 

GOOD = HAPPINESS . 

In a similar way, any attempt to use a scientific theory 

to justify moral principles leads to the type of red11ctionism 

that Apple detects in traditional evaluation discussion. The 
following sections will illustrate th1s point. 

4.2.6 Consequences for Evoluotion 

To summarise the ideas above, while His not necessary 

at this stage to take sides on issues such as subjectivity and 

objectivity, any discussion of evaluation needs to acknowledge 

that the justification of Y6lue judgments is not a simple 

process. Practical evaluation procedures must imply the 
adoption by the evaluator of some sort of position on the above 
problems, if only implicitly. 

The eorly stoges of the evaluotion movement in Americt:1 
suggest that the feature U1at distinguishes 
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H from the traditional discussion of value, is the attempt to 
moke use of the prevailing scientific procedures in the 
determinauon of value decisions. 

Working within the prevailing growth metaphor of 

curriculum, the early testJiigmovement employed what Parlett 
and Hamilton have ref erred to as the "agricultural-botany" 
paradigm (Porlett, Hamilton eLaL. 1977. 7): 

"Students-rather like plant crops-are given pre-tests (the 
seedllngs are weighed or measured) and then submitted to 
different experiences (treatment conditions). Subsequently, 

after a period of time, their attainment (growth or yield) is 

measured to indicate the relative efficiency of the methods 

(fertilisers) used." 

The problem of control in scientific testing reflects a 
general methodological dilemma for social science: the use of 

control groups to allow causes and effects to be disentangled 

is often impossible in practice and unethical in principle. 

The attempt to produce objective judgements of student 

learning in the way that H was possible to produce judgements 
in the physical sciences using experimental controls, 
subsequently evolved into en attempt to equate leornings with 

obs-ervoble be/Joviaar and the aims and ideals of education 'Nith 

be/Jo¥iollrBI objectiveR This transition is reflected in an early 
statement of Cronbach's ( 1977, 323) : 

"To agglomerate many types of post-course performance into a 

single score is a mistake, because failure to achieve one 

objective is mosked by success in onother direction." 

Corresponding to the loss of ground by the notion that 

evaluation is the "administration of a formal test, an hour or so 

in duration" is the change from currictllt1m os groJ·Ytfl to 

et1rrictllt1m os pr(fdt1ct and the emergence of large scale 

curriculum development projects. 
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But the recurrent methodological dilemma was still 
present as described by Apple in general terms ( 1977. 483}: 

"Modern consciousness in advanced industrial societies centres 

around forms of logic that tend to make people treat their 

major problems as technical puzzles that can be solved by the 

appl1cation of an engineering rationally-. 

Corresponding to this movement towards evaluation as 
the comparison of observed behaviour wlth behavioural 
objectives, is the monumental effort made by Tyler, Bloom and 
others to descibe curriculum by the factory metaphor of 

process-product. Evaluation in this context is the process of 

somp/it,g the behavioural product to ensure that the qllolity 
controlsare being met. Cronbach's language makes this clear 

( 1977. 332): 

"It is not necessary or desirnble to give the same test to all 

pupils; rather, as many questlons as possible should be given, 
each to a different moderate size sample of pupils". 

The consequence of this approach is that there is no 
' emphasis on evaluating the objectives themselves and no 

evaluation of aims that cannot be expressed in behavioural 

terms. 
To return to Apple's critique: 

" ........ the very notion that such reductive and atomistic 
curricular formations (predetermined behavioural objectives) 

are worthwhile educationally in themselves is an arguable 
assertion to say the least.': (Apple, 1977. 474) 

4.2.7 Objectives Reconsidered 

The use of aims, goals, objectives and similar terms in 
evaluation refers to the fact that educational activities have a 
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purpose or function; the intention in stating educational 

objectives is to essist in the achievement of that purpose. 

Broudy ( 1977 .. 92) suggests that this is done in three main 

ways: 

1. the objectives solicit support for the acttv-ity (slo._qons), 

2. the objectives guide the selection of means that are 
relevant, 

3. the objectives form "a test to be applied to the 

educative process". 

That the choice of objectives has an ethical dimension is 

implied by the statement " ..... anything anyone regards as 

desirable con become an educational objective· (Ibid. 93); 
even clearer is the later statement: 

• .... educational objectives refer to (i) goals at which the 

school systems do in fact oim and (ii) goals 

a school system ought to aim at.. .... The second topic is usually 

taken to be in the province of philosophy which has to do with 

value." (ibid. 93) 

This distinction between actual and ideal objectives is 

considered by Broudy to be the distinction between behoviourol 

objectives and other ob_1ectives: 

'The fact that lists of objectives contain aspirations as well 
as as descriptions makes it impossible to comply with the 

demand that objectives always be stated in behavioural terms". 
(ibid. 94) 

He argues that ideals of good education such as altruism 

cannot be reduced to behaviour which is ·unequivocally and 

unmist6keab1y a token or sign of altruism" (ibid. 94). Not only 

may the reduction of educational objectives to behavioural 

objectives distort what is actually worthwhile in the educatlon 
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process as Apple suggests, it makes implicit value assumptions 
right from the start; as Atkin ( 1977., 83) expresses it: 

"It is difficult to resist the assumption that those attributes 
which we can measure are the elements which we consider 
most important.. ... What the education community poorly 
realises at the moment is that behavioural goals may or may 
not be worthwhile." 

4_2_8 Recent Developments 

This attempt to reduce al~ educational aims to objectives 
formulated in terms of sense experiences and to consider other 
objectives as comparatively valueless {or unscientific) 
reflects the more general positivist view on the nature of 
human knowledge and experience as well as the scope of 
scientific and philosophical inYestigation, commonly called 
lte./J11not1r11/J~t;-m . 

With the realisation, particularly by such critics as 
Scriven and Apple together with a host of British objectors, 
that many questions of value (including the most important) 
cannot be decided "by the application of an engineering 
rationeny- (Apple t 977), evaluators have looked for 
inspiration in a wide variety of traditional value-deciding 
institutions such as the law courts, art and literary critisism 
and philosophical analysis. Even some new ones have been 
especially developed for the purpose (such es the ·technique of 
multiple metaphors"). Tt1e role of critism in evaluation is the 
topic of Section 4.2.91. 

4_2_9 Evaluation and Improvement 

Since the aim of this discussion is to clarify the 
problems of school improvement raised in Chapter 1, a 
digression back to these issues seems appropriate at this 
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stage. If the arguments of the previous sections are substential 
whot have they to do with school improvement? 

The problem put s1mply is that since schools still 

formulate purpose in terms of aims and 

objectives, they must formulate improvement as e process of 

better achieving these aims and objectives. 

To illustrate tt1e problem, three typical examples ere listed 

below: 

1.AIM· The Schaal sho/1 help oll stt1dents to ochitwe their full 

potentitJ/ J•J•'/Jottwer their gifts moy oppeor to be. 

2. OBJECTIVE The Scl,ool sholl provide spiritt1ef. persono/ ond 

YOCtftiOnlll gtlldllnce COltnSt?fling /{Ir oil students. 

3. OBJECTIVE The stllda11! N·'i/J be oble ta moJ:e observotions ond 

meosvrements_, both J-Jo"ith the ilnoided senses ond with 

instruments. 

The first of these differs from the other two in that it is a 

broad principle that has not been stated in behavioural terms; 

the others, particularly No. 3 are close to what is meant by a 

behavioural objective since their achievement could be decided 

by observing behaviour. 

The prob1em of consistency or congr11ency can be 

formu1ated as the first step in an improvement process which 

includes objectives 2 and 3, since they are precise enough for 

them to be checked against what actually happens. In these 

terms improvement is reduced to matching the objective with 

observations of the evo1uator. 

6ut improvement means more than just this matching 

process even if H were the case that a sufficiently complex 

objectives map could be drawn up. 

In the case of Objective 2 at leost, improvement implies 

not only that something is being done but that it 1s being done 

better. Sooner or later value-decisions must be made about the 
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worth of aims and objectives that cannot be reduced to a 

sequence of observeit ions. 

It remains to be seen whether improvement has any 

meaning outside of the realm of "process-product" models. 

4.2.91 The Role of Criticism in School Improvement 

As the value language of "criticism" links some of the 

ideas in Chapter 3 wHh the previous sections of this Chapter 

and with some of what is to follow, I will consider Hin more 

detail. 

Firstly, criticism suggests a connection with information 

since it is common to talk of informedand uninformed 

criticism in much the same sense as one talks of constructi~e 
and destrucli¥ecrHicism. Certainly, to be constructive or 

useful in the sense of proposing improvements, criticism must 

be informed. 

Secondly, criticism olways implies that improvements 

can be made and is negatiYein the sense that it usually points 

out the negative consequences of an action or decision; most 

importantly, the need to improve does not arise unless there is 

criticism of the existing flrrangements. 

Toulmin {1958., 148) suggests that: 

" .. it comes about that we can, in, many cases, justify an 

individual action by reference to Hs estimated conseQuences. 

Such a reference is no substitute for a principle, where any 

principle is at issue;.: 

An approach that avoids principles may have much to gain 
from this idea. 

While the problem of estimotin__q conseqllences apriori 

moy be o profound one, the analysis of the actual consequences 

aposteriori may also be difficult. Since intentions that appear 

to be well-justified in principle may have unfortunate 
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consequences, the critic, in the search for improvement, wi11 
tend to concentrate on consequences rather then intentions and 
their associated pr1ncip1es. 

It now remains to be seen hovv these ideas are related to 
the organisational approach to curriculum discussed in Section 

4.1.7. 

4.3.0RGANISATION AND EVALUATION 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Given -the proposal that changing evaluation paradigms 

from the ogricultt1rol-botonicol to the process-prodilct 
corresponds to a change in the underlying metaphor for 
curriculum, the use of organisational models of curriculum 
implies an evaluation paradigm peculiar to these models (the 
word porodigm being used here in Kuhn's second sense as a 
collection of related specific models and procedures (Kuhn, 
1977)). 

Since this approach no longer considers such things as 

educational objectives but is concerned with the description 

of actuol outcomes, the obvious thing left for evaluation to 
apply to is organisational change and the decisions that are 
responsible for that change. 

Improvement must be based on the consideration and 

analysis of octuol consequences rather than intentions; chonges 

will be considered to be improvements not only in terms of 

whether they achieve what was intended but also to the extent 

that they do not have unfortunate si de-eff eels. 

From thls perspective, the evaluator con be seen as a 

cn·tic rather then a J11dge, someone who sifts the evidence for 

the un/'areseenand tJncontrol/oble outcomes of management 
decisions, rather than presides over some process for 
determining whether specific actions constitute instances of 

general action categories. 
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4.3.2 Limitations of an Organisationa1 Approach 

I 

It must be emphasised that this approach to school 

improvement is intended not to compete wHh an approach 

based on objectives but rather to complement it. In particular, 

it hopes to assist in the evaluation of areas of the hidden 

curriculum that are never the intended consequences of 

implementing objectives. To use the language of modelling, the 

fit between an objectives model and the curriculum it models 

is tested not only by what it successfully covers but also by 
what it leaves out. 

This is to admit that an organisational approach is 

reductionist in its own way: the aspect of value emphasized by 
this approach is the notion of cantrol since from an 

organisational perspective, Joss of contra/is equivalent to bod 
monogemenl 

In system language, the meosi/re of performonce of the 

management subsystem is the extent to whlch it makes 

decisions with controlleble consequences. 

4.3.3 Towards a more General Position 

At first sight, the role of evaluation suggested above may 
not seem to be of much importance but on reflection it appears 

as a special case of the more general position adopted by Karl 

Popper in severol of his works. Popper considers that: 

"The social sciences have developed very largely through the 

critlcism of proposals for social improvements or, more 

precisely, through attempts to find out whether or not some 

particular economic or political action 1s likely to produce en 
expected or desired result." (Popper. 1957. 58) 

ond that the tosk of social science is: 
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K •••• the task of analysing the unintended social repercussions of 
intentional human actions .... " 

(Popper. 1966. 94). 

Further, he proposes to replace the utilitarian formula ..,. 
mo,\•imise t'Joppiness with the formula minimise s11ffe.ring 
Hence: 

'The piecemeal engineer will.. .. edopt the method of searching 
for, end fighting against, the greatest and most urgent eYils of 
society, rather than searching for ... its greatest ultimate good." 

(ibid. 156) 

This position is consistent with a programme for small 
continual improvements to i:m organisation rnther than 
dramatic but uncontrollable reforms; it lends support to the 
view that improvement can best be achieved by critical 
analysis of actual outcomes rather than the propagation of 
lists of good intentions. 

4.3.4 Conclusions 

The five forms of value questions ond value claims are 
listed by Gowin ( 1961. 300) as: 

(6) Intrinsic value claim: Is X any good? 
(b) lnstrument6l Yalue claim: What is it good for? 
(c) Comparitive value ch:1im: Is it better than 

something else? 
(d) Idealisation value claim: Can we make it better? 
(e) Decision value cloim: Ought we to choose it? 

Evaluation models based on the ends-means or process-product 
metaphor for curriculum usually arrive at judgements "by 

groding or by ranking something according to how well the 
object fullfills a set of standards or criteria:. ". (House. 
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1980., 18). This process, therefore, focusses on instrumental 

and comparative value. 
When the curriculum is considered in organisational 

terms, evaluation places more emphasis on the consideration of 

decision and idealisation value claims. 
The decision-making or managerial subsystem eqwites 

bod decisian-moi'ing with decisions J+1th 11ncantrollob/e 

conseqvences, hence the role of the evaluator is like that of the 

social critic who aims at social improvement by "analysing the 

unintended social repercussions of intentional human 
actions".(Popper., 1966 .. 94). 

Chapter 5 will consider a particular model which enables 
this analysis to proceed in the context of the secondary school 

curriculum. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: MODELLING A SECONDARV SCHOOL CURRICULUM 

Abstnict 

The aim of this Chapter is to bring together the diverse threads of models, 

information systems and school improvement from the previol.!3 three Chapters 

and 'weave them into a mathematical model of curriculum organisation. The 

organisational approach discus-sed in Chapter 4 can be extended into a b&sic set of 

information categories related by a series of simple equations. This produces 

formulae for average class size, staffing, teacher workload and curriculum 

provision. The notion of an indicator introduced in the first Chapter provides some 

hope that the entities in the model can be interpreted as corresponding to 
components of the curriculum such as teacher workload as perceived by teachers 

and the actual provision of subjects. Fi natl y, some of the structural properties of 

the model are explored to see whether it has applications in the classification of 

curriculum types and in the analysis of curriculum possibilities. 

5.1. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 

5.1.1 Introduction 

In the light of the work of Davies (1969), the schoo1 

curriculum can be seen primarily as an organisationa1 

structure: this leads logically to a mathematica1 model of 

curriculum organisation which emphasises the notion of 

ANALYSIS as the key concept in curriculum modelling. While 

this approach has the advantage that it provides a clear 

alternative to the perspective discussed at the beginning of 

Chapter 4, the use of a mathematical modeUs not without 

considerable problems; as Bertalanffy says ( 19736 39): 

"Advantages and shortcomings of mathematical models in the 

social sciences are well known .... Every mathematical model is 

an oversimplif1cation of a leirger picture and H remains 
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questionable whether it strips actual event to the bone or cuts 

away vital parts of their anatomy. On the other hand, so far as 

it goes, it permits necessary deduction with often unexpected 

results which would not be obtained by ordinary "common 

sense·." 

While this warning is a reminder of the pitfalls of every 

modelling process it also restates one of the purposes of 

modelling: the discovery of "unexpected results". Thls should 

not be confused with the discovery of contradictory results 
which indicate the 1tm1tat1ons of the model and are essentlal 

for improvement in modelling. Rather, the model aims to 

predict results that are not otherwise obYious .. 
As such, a mathematical model has the potential to 

provide an evaluation instrument for focussing on the 

unintended consequences of management decisions as discussed 
in Chapter 4. It remains to add that even when results are 

expected (or obvious), the reliable confirmation provided by o 

mathematical model is of the greatest importance in pursuing a 
plan for curriculum improvement. 

To produce any sort of mathematical model it is 
necessary to isolate some features of the subject as the 

information categories; these categories are chosen so that 

mathematical relationships between them are possible. In a 

sense this is the same as laying down a basic set of definitions 

and axioms: ultimately the model can be described as a formal 

mathematical structure from which deductions canoe made. 

These deductions can be trensleted into conjectures about the 

original and these in turn tested in some way. 
like all models, o mathematical model has the dual 

function of providing a decriptive not6tion for some features of 
the original end a plan of enquiry into its nature. While it may 

suggest explanations, it does not constitute an explanation nor 

any guarantee that what it models actually exists. Wartofsky 
supports this in the following way (Wartofsky., 1979., 30): 
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" .... for such models - of which so-ca1led mathematical models 

in the sociol sciences ond in psychology ore parodigms - hove o 
more systematic claim: namely, that such models hopefully 

exhibit the law-like properties of the data, that they are in 
effect simulations of large-scale and universal behaviour of 

the variables, and represent, therefore, inductive 

genernlisations from a sample. They then may also be taken as 
hypotheses. But there is only a limited ontology in this, for the 

entities of the model are data, and the interpretation of these 

data lies outside the model." 

5.1.2 Hosie Definitions 

To develop the mathematical notation it is necessary to 

state assumptions and define terms. As a general rule I will 

use standard mathematical notation as well as the concepts of 

information systems that were discussed in Chapter 3. 

The main structure in Davies· model is that of class. A 

CLASS has the following characteristics: 

(i) it consists of a fixed group of students 

(ii) it has exactly one teacher associated with it 

(Hi) it meets for a fixed number of periods in each 

timetable cycle 

(iv) each class has a subject associated with it. 
It follows that a class can be represented by a record of 

the following kind: 

Category 1. Subject 

Category 2. Teacher 

Category 3. Veer 

Category 4. Size 

Category 5. Cl ass periods 

Category 6. Student periods. 
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Several additional assumptions must also be made: 
firstly, th0t the students belong to multi-closs groupings 

called years; secondly, that suct1 things as the names of 

students and the rooms in which the classes meet can be 

ignored. 

In ffict, these basic records could be expanded to include 
not only this additlonal information out also class statistics 

such as nt1mlter of .l"l[i__l/S or girls,. nlllnlter at stt1dents J-J-:ho ere 

left hBnded etc. By the "class size" is meant the number of 

students in the group while "class periods" refer to the number 

of periods that tt1e class meets for in each timetable cycle. 

Category 6 is a calct1leted c8tegary being the product of 

class size by class periods: a student period is therefore 

defined to be o period spent by a student in a closs. 

As part of the data collection phase. I will include some 

additional information such as whether a11 students in the year 

must do a given subject (option code) and a faculty code since 

these will illustrate the uses of the model in the case studies 

in the Chapter 6; information of this sort is optional. 

So a record for our purposes would look like: 

ENG SM 8 26 6 C 3 156 

where ENG is the subject, SM, the teacher, 8, the year, 26, the 

class size, 6, the number of class periods, C, the option code 

(compulsory), 3, the faculty number and 156, the calculated 

number of student periods. 

It is assumed that these classes are organised in the 

usual way on a periodic timetable with a fixed number of 

periods in each cycle. The crucial organising principle is that: 

A 1 Eech stlldent 8ttends 8 closs for eech period of the 

t imet 6ltle Cj/CIB. 
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5. 1.3 Notation 

Following Davies· original notation as far as possible, we 

let: 

z be the total student population, 

y be the total number of classes organised in 

each timetable cycle, 
p be the number of periods in a cycle, 

Q be the number of class periods, 

n be the class size, 
w be the number of student periods. 

It follows from the definition that: 

w = q.n ......... (0 , 

It also follows that the total number of student periods is: 

w = z.p ......... (ii) . 

on the assumption that each student is in class every period of 
the cycle (A 1). 

If we suppose that the class record for class C1 has: 

whlle class c
2 

has: 

then the records can be combined by noting that the new class 

period total must be: 
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ond the student period toto1: 

Unfortunately, the new student total need not be n1 +n2 since 

the classes may overlap~ some sort of total must be given by: 

since w = q.n . Hence: 

= 
Q1 ·0 1 +Q2·02 

qt+q2 

Otherwise n = w produces the average of the classes 
' Q 

weighted by the number of class pert ods each has; n is referred 

to as the average class size. 
This idea can be generalised to any set of y classes C1 ,C2 

,. ..... Cy : 

Q = Q1 +q2 + ......... +Qy total class periods 

w = w1 +w2 + ......... wy total student periods 

w 
n = Q 
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If the total number of students is z and the set of classes has 

the property that every student is in one of the classes for each 

of the p periods in the timetable cycle (A 1) then the total 

number of student periods is given by: 

w = z.p 

and so: 
n.q = z.p 

It follows that: 

z = n~q .............. (iii) . 

This equation con then be used to characterise the special 

property of the above set of classes; such a set can be thought 

of as a curriculum for the students in the classes. 

5.1.4 The Timetob1e Prob1em 

A TIMETABLE can be considered in mathematical 

notation as a binary relation between the set of y classes, C 

and the set of p periods, P: 

T < CxP 

where < means is" st1!tset of and CxP is the set of all 

ordered pairs with their first member from c and their second 

from P. 
More conventiona11y, the timetable can represented as a 

binary matrix Tm with the columns representing classes and the 

rows periods; a 1 indicates thet the class is on in thet period 

and BO that it is not: 
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pl P2 P3 P4 .................. Pp 

c1 1 0 0 

c2 0 0 , 0 

C3 0 1 0 1 

0 0 

The column total then gives the number of classes on a given 

period, while the row totals give the number of periods for the 
respective classes (q1 ,Q2, .... , Qy ). 

Associated with the trmetable is the relation that 
allocates students to classes: this can be thought of as a binary 

relation L between the set of z students, Z end the set of y 
classes, C .The binary matrix Lm with individual students 21 ,22 
,. ...... 2z making up its rows and the classes C1 ,C2 ,. ..... Cy making 

up its columns, then has a 1 as an entry if the student belongs 

to the class and a o otherwise: 

c1 c2 C3 ..................... Cy 

z, 0 0 

22 0 0 1 1 

23 0 0 

Zz O 1 1 
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For this motrix, the row totols give the number of classes each 

student attends while the column totals give the number of 
students in each class (n1 ,n2 ,. .. ,ny). 

The product matti >< Lm Tm then has students for its rows 
and periods for its columns; if the classes form 1:1 curriculum 

each entry in this matrix must be a 1 since each student must 

be in class each period: 

5z 1 

In thls matrix, each entry represents a single student period, 
the total number of entries being: 

z.p = w 

This notation allows a precise formulation of the timetabling 

problem: 

6i¥en the reltJtian L thot olfocotes stt1dents ta closses 

{represented by" z )ly motn~~:. Lm) tJnd the ctJrtesitJn prod11c~. z 
.:i· P (represented by oz Xp matri\' I at u / us) find the !I )/p 

motrlr T,,11. st1c/J !hot.· 
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Of course this formulation of the problem does not consider the 

additional problems of staff emd room allocation. 

5.2. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

5.2.1 A Stoffing Model 

To develop a staffing model it is important to consider 

the following assumption: 

A2 Eoch c/oss period corresponds too tetJcher period 

This is not an unreasonable assumption although there are two 

ways in which it breaks down. Firstly, there m1:1y be more than 

one teacher allocated to the class for some of its periods and 

secondly, there may be no teacher allocated. 
Neither of these cases are of great importance since the 

first can be dealt with by considering the class to be two or 

more equal classes when more than one teacher is present, 

whHe the second can be ignored by not considering free periods 

to be periods (and so reducing the number of periods in the 

cycle). 

Assuming, the ref ore, that each class period is also a 

teacher period (A2), the next step is to decide on the number of 

periods a full-time teacher would take in a timetable cycle. For 

the purposes of this model, this has been taken to be 0.8 x p or 

80% of the full cycle end e teacher una of this sort will be 

referred to as e teacher equivalent. It follows that the 

number of teacher equivalents t required to staff Q class 
periods is: 

t = .B ~ P ........ (iv) 

If the classes associated with a particular teacher are 
C1,C2, ... Cv then the number of teacher equivalents will be: 
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and the number of student periods will be: 

W - W +W + +"I - 1 2 ..... nv . 

Since these classes are unlikely to form a curriculum as 

defined earlier {except in one teacher schools!) the actual 

number of students taught by the teacher will not be given by 

equation (iii): 

n.Q 
Z= p 

w 
p 

However, this number does have an interesting interpretation 

which can be seen by taking the case of a teacher who has e 
class every period Le. for whom Q = p. Then: 

n.Q ( ) z = q = n the average class size . 

w 
To avoid confusing interpretations, I will relabel P when the 

classes associl::1ted with a particulerr teocher are being 

considered and call a the stoff work1ood indicotor, L. 

Hence: 

L = ; = n~Q ........... (v) 

is the average class size of a teacher's classes scaled by the 

fraction of time in class (Le.class contact time). Since: 
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Q 
t = .8 X p 

we can also say that: 

L = n.(.8 X t) = 0.8 X n.t 

I will return to these formulae in the section headed Teacher 

Workload (5.4). 

5_2_2 Speciol Cttses 

In many schools it is possible to assume that: 

A3 Lorge grottps of stt1dent s (st1c/J os-geor grmtps-) ot te11d 
the some nt1mber of different closses etJch cucle 

In fact this was a key assumption of the Davies· model and the 

one on which he based his definition of curriculum. At a more 

general level class size and staffing equations can be obtained 

without this assumption once use is made of the notion of 

student period. This applies equally as well to the assumption 

that: 

A4 All C/tJSSBS h8VB the some ntlmber of periods per C!fCIB_. 

but since both of these cases are common it is worth seeing 

how they affect the model and also how the original Davies· 

equations come out as special cases. 
Suppose that the number of different classes each 

student attends in a cycle is given by x and each class has m 

periods associated with i l; then: 

x.m = P 
and: 
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1LQ. 
Q = y.m = 

X 

Since the classes being considered constitute a curriculum, 

w = z.p 

Hence: 

which 1s the Davies· version of the class size equation. 

In a similar way: 

1 
where k=_a 

.Y:E. 
t-_g_ __ x __ kit_ 

- .8p - .8p - X ' 

In summary, a set C of y classes with a total student 

population of z students, forms a curriculum over a timetable 

cycle of p periods if : 

A 1. w = z.p 

where w is the total number of student periods. If Q represents 

the total number of class periods then : 

w 
n=-

Q 

represents the average class size. The number of teacher 

equivalents t is given by: 
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A2. 
Q 

t-- .8p 

For convenience I ¥-li11 write this as: 

K = (z,p,Q) w = p.z timetable Tm 
w 

n = - class lists Lm 
Q 

t-_g__ 
- .8p 

In addition, if each student attends x different classes (A3) and 

all classes have the same number of periods per cycle (A4) 

then: 

and: 

z.x 
n=-y 

~ t = X 

1 
where k= ]" 

A curriculum of this sort will be said to be regulor and 

represented by: 

Kr= ( x,y,z,p) Q = Y;- timetable Tm 
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5.2.3 Stondord Form 

In order to compare curricula for the purposes of 
evaluation and improvement, the guiding metaphor that 
suggests itself is that of provision Can we say that one 
curriculum more o-mplj/ prondesfor its students than another 
without considering the content rather than the organisatlonal 
structure? From the perspective that curriculum is about 
letlrning experiences, the response to this question must seem 

paradoxical; to answer in the positive is to invite the criticism 
that the best that can be said is that one curriculum is better 
organised than another and that this says very little about the 
value of the learning experiences that each contains. 

On the other hand a negative result implies that 
organisational models have no relevance for curriculum 
evaluation. But the discussion of these matters in Chapter 4 
suggests that an important role of evaluation in organisation is 
the analysis of the consequences of management decisions 
rather than the intentions and that this is a crucial part of 
school improvement. It is this aspect of evaluation which is the 
focus of a structural model of curriculum. 

The obvious response to the original question is itself a 
question: proVJdes H'htJt.7, so to pursue the notion of provision 
we must consider those things that a curriculum is required to 
provide. One of these things is resottrces:books, stationery, 
laboratories, teachers, etc.; in more general terms, resource 
provision of this sort essentially amounts to provision of 
money. Since the major cost factor in most schools is teachers· 
salaries, El fair indication of resource provision and more 
particularly, changes in resource provision, may be obtained by 
looking for differences in teacher provision between groupings 
of classes such as year groups, faculties, etc. 

The idea is not to measure resource provision but to 
indicate differences (and in particular, changes). Two possible 
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indicators arise in the Davies· model: the average class size n 
and the 

staffing formula t. A third approach is to define a standard 

form and to use that to develop the idea of a curriculum unit. 
The hope is that these indicators wn 1 provide mathematical 

tools for the analysis of policy repercussions and it is 

important to bear in mind that a curriculum untt need not 
correspond exactly with any aspect of the actual curriculum. In 

particular, it has nothing to with units of content. 

The notion of an indicator is further developed in Section 5.5.1. 

5.2.4 Curriculum Conversions 

Within the terms of the model, curricula can be thought as 

being eql/o/Jy provisioned if they cost the same amount to 

staff for each student; ignoring the fflct that teachers cost 

different amounts (the average cost of a teacher equivalent is 
unlikely to vary greatly in most schools) this amounts to saying 

that curricula are equivalent in the above sense if the ratio: 

t 
c=z 

( 

is the same. But since: 

and: 

Q 
t-- .8p 

w = p.z 
it follows that: 

Q k c----- .8w - n 

B6 

teacher ) 
student ratio 

1 
(where k= ~ >-



So we see that preserving c is equivalent to preserving n, the 

class size averaged over every period in the cycle. 

Next, consider a curriculum: 

K = {z,p,Q) . 

K can be transformed into an eQuiva1ent curriculum: 

. x, .Q 
Kr = ( x1 , -p- , z , p ) 

since for K the avernge class size is: 

and for Kr : 

z.p 
n=-

Q 

z.p --- Q 

The number of students can be changed to z1 provided the 

number of classes is chanQed to: 

It follows thot every curriculum K = (z,p,Q) is equivalent 

to a regular curriculum: 
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in the sense that both would cost the same amount per student 

to staff. 

This conversion formula has planning applications since 

it allows an unstructured curriculum to be structured by the 

number of classes organised and by the number that each 

student must attend. These llPPlications suggest that there is a 

simulation side to the model which would allow analysis of 

possible as well as actual changes. 

As en example: 

M = (153,413,50) 

can be converted into: 

or: 

M1 = ( 6 ,49, 153 ,50 ) 

M2 = ( 11, 91, 153 ,50 ) 

with no change in staffing costs. Whether to choose M1 or~ 

may then be decided by reference to educational theories and 

principles. To use the language introduced in Chapter 3, once 

the model has produced a range of logical possibilities, further 

decisions will be determined empirically or morally. 

5.2.5 Curriculum Uni ts 

For comparison purposes, a standard regular curriculum 
can be defined and used to create o unit of measurement, the 

curriculum unit. In the Davies· model this is done by using a 

conversion 1nt'o a standard form: the standard average class 

size is set at 27 and the number of classes that each student 

attends is set at 9. The number of classes organised is: 
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z.9 
y = 27 

1 
= 3 .Z 

So o standard curriculum is one of the form: 

1 
( 9 I 3 .z I z I D ) , 

and the classes are referred to as c11rrict1lllm 11nits 

For examp 1 e, if there are 180 students then the standard 

provision of units is 60; any curriculum can be converted into 

this standard form and the number of units compared to the 

standard. Hence: 

becomes: 
K = (142,50,313) 

Kr = ( 9, (9x313)/50 , 142,50 ) 

= ( 9, 56.3 I 142 ,50 ) . 

The standard provision would then be: 

1 
3 x142=47.3 

so that K is said by Davies to have a bonus of: 

56.3 - 47.3 = 9 curriculum units. 

What th1s means is that 9 units need to be removed for the 

average to increase to 27; in terms of the original: 

( 9 .. 47.3,142,50 ) 
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would produce: 

47.3 x 
5
9° = 262.7 class periods. 

Hence: 
313 - 262.7 = 50.3 or 50 class periods 

would need to be removed from K before the avernge class size 

becomes 27. 
As a second example, consider: 

J = (724,48, 1110) 

This becomes: 

Jr = ( 9 ,208. 1 I 724 ,48 ) 

which is a bont1s of:... 33.2 curriculum units. 

5.2.6 The Closs Period Honus 

The underlying purpose of this process is to convert 

changes in average class size into changes in the number of 

classes provided; at the general level, this becomes the process 

of converting these class size changes into changes in the 
number of c 1 ass periods provided (rather than the number of 

classes). 
In other words, if n1 is to be changed to n2 what change 

will there be in q1? The answer to this is that q1 becomes: 
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In the example above ( K = (142,50,313) ) the average class 

size is 22.7; if this is to be incre8sed to 27, the new number of 

class periods would be: 

22.7 X 313 
27 

= 263 

so that 50 class periods would need to be removed. This would 

require a reduction in staffing of: 

_8 ~O 50 = 1.25 teacher equivalents. 

The generalisation of the notion of bonus then follows as the 

number of class periods above or below the number required to 

produce an average class size of 27 (+50 in the example above). 
As a general rule the bonus b will be given by: 

p.z ( ) = q - 27 ...... vi 

5.2.7 Additivity 

A further comp 1 i cation is the requirement of odd it i vity: 
to i 11 ustrate this, suppose that: 
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and: 

K1 = ( 173 ,50 ,258) 

K2 = ( 186,50,286), 

are year group curricula for a particular school, then the 

combined curriculum for these years would be: 

K3 = (359 ,50 ,546). 

In standard form : 

K1 = ( 9 ,46.4, 173,50) 

t<:z = c 9 ,s1.a, 1a6,so > 

K3 = ( 9 ,98.2,359,50). 

The idea that K1 and K2 can be combined to give K3 is a 

natural one and suggests the notation: 

In keeping with the notion of provision any function m that 

me1Js11res a curriculum should have the following property: 

This can be seen not to hold for average class sizes (n1 + n2 is 

not eciual to n3 in general) but it does work for the curriculum 
units ond for the notion of "bonus" as defined by Davies. The 

bonus defined by equation (vi) can also be tested for additivity; 

we consider: 
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Then: 

= ~ 

This only works if p1 = p2 = p3 = p but curricula with different 

numbers of periods will not add up in the same way. In this 

case, for example, the core and elective curricula for a 
particular year group, it will be true that: 

P1 +p2 = P3 , 

and that: 

So: 

As a result it seems reasonable to hope that the closs 
period bonus will serve the purpose of an indicator of 
differences in resource provision throughout the curriculum. A 
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similar discussion sho·v•y•s that the workload indicator L also 
satisfies the additivity property. The fact that n does not, 
reduces as effectiveness as a measurement instrument anci 
explains why it is necessary to introduce other quantities. 

5.3. CLASSIFICATION ANO SUBSTRUCTURE 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The fact thot the organising principle that characterises 
a curriculum (A 1) can be found repeated in subsections such as 
year groups suggests the notion of a Sllbcurricu/um as a subset 
of the set of classes C, .which also satisfies the assumption A 1. 
Less formally, a subcurriculum is a curriculum within the 
curriculum. Simple examples are year groups and timetable 
blocks and lines; in the first case, year groups often odd 'IP 
to giYe the complete curriculum: 

In the second case, the subcurrtcula make up parts of the 
timetable cycle rather than proper subsets of classes (although 

they may do this as well). This type of subcurriculum typically 
results from allowing options in subject cho1ce. 

If students can choose subjects from an option pool, the 
classes associated with these subjects must all have the same 
number of class periods and can be blocked together so that 

they are never on with core subjects. The main curriculum 
(often a year group) is split in terms of the timetable periods 
into core and elective subcurricula. In notational terms, if: 

and: 

then: 
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Sometimes, the tt/ocJ: will extend over a11 of the year groups 

and is then called a line. 
The curriculum in Case Study 2 consists of eight lines and 

so has the structure : 

K-K *K *K *K *K *K *K *K -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Each line is further subdivided into six year subgroups: 

On the other hand, the Case Study 1 curriculum has a complex 

irregular structure with six lines and four of the lines further 

subdivided into core/elective subgroups: 

K - K * I< - * (J + J ) * (J + J ) * (- L + J ) * (J + J ) -, "2· 1 2 3 4 ~ 6 6 7 

It might be helpful to distinguish formelly between these 

two types of substructure by calling any subcurr1culum that 

extends over the full time table cycle HORIZONTAL and those 

that do not VERTICAL Horizontal subcurricula are then 

combined by the .. operation and vertical by the* operation. 

This suggests that Case Study 2 could be described as 

having a curriculum consisting of eight subcurricula ernmged 
vertically while Case Study 1 has 6 vertical subcurricule, four 

of which hflve been subdivided into horizontal pairs, making 14 

in total. 

There is also a problem of deciding how many 

~ubcurricula there are since some are contained in others; to 

overcome this, the notion of a pnmecurriculum can be defined 

(by comparison with arithmetic) as one with no proper 

subcurricula that consist of more than one class. In other 

words, no subsets of classes can be found with the property 

that the total group of students in them are always in them for 
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a fixed number of periods with the exception of the classes 

themselves. 

A classification problem for curricula can now be 

formulated: 

P2 Given v verticol ona·n horizontol pnme s11bc11rric11lo_. 
/J~<;t the wogs in .t-J-'/Jic/J t/Jeg con be combined to form tJ 

c11mct1/11m. 

A solution to this problem would provide a method of 

classifying the possible varieties of curriculum structure as 
organisational plans. The task of our mathematical model is to 

provide an analysis not only of the curriculum as a whole but 
also of the subcurricula. 

5.3.2 Representotion 

While the algebrnic notation above provides one 
approach to representing cum cul a, it is more common to use a 
table with subsets of classes (usually year groups) on one axis 

and.period blocks on the other: 

Periods(line code): 

Classes(year groups) 

12 

11 

A B C D ....... 6 

This provides a representation for each subcurriculum: 

the whole school might be involved in line A and the 

appropriate class codes would then be entered on the diagram. 

If the lines include all of the classes in the school, the 
timetabling problem reduces to distributing them among the 

periods. 

The other 1:1dvflntflges of a lined curriculum are the 

opportunities ava11ab1e for team-teaching and for flex1ble 
setting of classes. 
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5_3_3 Choice ond Diversity 

There is an important distinction to be made between 

student choice in the case of subjects and student choice in 

the case of classes; in many cases the choice of subject may be 

determined by parents and students but the allocation of 
students to a subject class is still done by the school. For the 

present I will assume that choice in a curriculum refers to 

subjects, not classes. 

Since subjects in the same option pool must have classes 

that run for the same time and since it is common for students 

in those classes to take the same number of electiYe subjects, 

elective classes often form a subcurriculum {as was noted in 
the previous section). This degree of choice is usually not 

without a cost, since in order to cater for the wide range of 

individual interests and abilities, some small classes are 

necessary; one of the purposes of curriculum analysis could be 

to help to deterrr,ine exactly what the cost is and whether the 

school can afford it. A reasonable conjecture might be that 

many schools run an elective programme at the expense of their 

core curriculum or, indeed, of other subcurricula such as year 

groups. 

In other words, the decision to increase choice in one part 

of the school, in order to cater for indi¥idilol differences, may 

have the conseQuence of frustrating that very objective in 

another part of the school by increasing class sizes to the 

extent that the teachers will have little chance of proYiding 

any choice within their classrooms. These are precisely the 

sorts of side effects that are likely to be missed by methods of 

analysis that focus on objectives. 
Diversity in the curriculum is not dependent on student 

subject choice: an attempt to cater for a wide range of 

abilities can be made by increasing the number of subjects each 

student takes and reducing the numbers in each class. Davies· 

model shows that the number of different classes attended by a 
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given student in each cycle, can be increased without 

increasing the average class size. As an example, consider: 

K =( 8,43, 173,48) . 

Here, the avenige class size is: 

B X 173 _ 
3 2 43 - 2· 

If the number of subjects is changed to 11: 

classes must be provided for the average class size to remain: 

11 X 173 _ 
32 2 59 - · 

Each-class would now run for ~~ periods instead of 6 - so an 

adjustment in the number of periods would be required but the 

new curriculum could be staffed by the same number of teacher 

eQuivalents (6.7). 

This type of approach is discussed by Zarraga and Bates 

( 1980) in a paper which reports on the use of computer 

timetabling: 

"The curriculum was analysed in depth (using the Davies·model) 

to determine reasons for the school's failure to accompHsh its 

academic aims ...... .This suggested that failure in the lower 

school resulted from over-commitment of resources in the 

upper school." (Zorroga and Bates., 1980., 110) 

In fact, this over-commitment was the result of running a large 

option pool in the senior years but it proved possible (with the 
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use of a computer package) to reform the lower school 

curriculum without a major redistribution or increase in the 
size of the bonus. 

5_4_ TEACHER WORKLOAD 

5.4. 1 Introduction 

As emphasised in the first Chapter schools are places 

where students learn but they are also places where teachers 

work: a is surprising, therefore, that few discussions of 
curriculum look at both of these aspects, preferring to leave 

out industrial matters. Of the many factors that make up a 
teacher's workload, only one is commonly used to measure 

differences and that is the number of class periods the teacher 

has. 
Other factors can be grouped into those which can be 

measured: 

- number of students in each class 

- number of different classes 

- number of reports to be written, tests to be 
marked, etc. 

- number of free periods 

-age of the students, 

and those which cannot (at least not in the same simple way): 

- ability level of the class 

- nature of the subject 

- difficulty of the class 
- status of the staff member 

- material resources available 

- etc. 
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Any attempt to meos-,1re worklood would find a impossible to 

deal with the second group of factors and difficult to deal with 
some of the first group such eis stt1de11t oge To be able to fully 
measure workload means to be able to detect an differences 
and changes. On the other hand, simply to use class periods does 

not seem a satisfactory alternative. Once again the notion of an 

indicator may prove helpful: a simple unit which would point 

out at least some, if not all, dHf erences in workload but one 
that is more sensitive than simply using class periods. 

5.4.2 The Workload lndicotor 

One such indicator is the number of student periods a 

teacher works; this indicator responds to changes in both the 

number of students (and therefore the amount of marking etc.) 

and the number of class periods. To allow for part-time 

teachers and for variations in the number of periods in a cycle, 

the student period number can be divided by either the number 

of periods the teacher takes or by the total number of periods 

in a cycle. 

In the first case the result would be the average class 

size for the teacher's classes but as was discussed earlier, it 
fails to be additive. This is not so in the other case which also 

has a sttJndord workload interpretation. For example, a teacher 

who works 630 student periods over a 50 period has: 

630 
50 = 12.6 

student periods per period. 
If the teacher had also worked the full 50 periods this 

would be the average class size; this suggests that a workload 
of 12.6 has the st.:,nd.:,rdinterpretation that this is the work 

done by a teacher who works the full cycle with a class of 12.6 

students. Use will be made of this indicator to analyse the 

distribution of workload across the curriculum in Chapter 6. 
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5.5.SIMULATION 

5.5. t A11ocHting Classes 

Several examples have already been given of the way in 

whlch the model can be used to analyse the possible as well as 
the actual consequences of decisions: this makes it a valuable 

planning tool. Apart from the effects of increasing and 
decreasing the number of classes students attend in each cycle, 

it is possible to work out the number of classes that must be 
allocated to a particular period in order to keep class sizes 
wlthin reasonable bounds. 

For example, H the smallest class size allowed is Sand 
the largest L, the number of 
classes allocated to a period is N while there are Z students, 
then: 

z z L < N < 5 ..... (vii). 

If: 

then all classes will have the maximum class size, L, and the 
avernge class size will also be L. Similarly, if: 

then all classes will have minimum class size and the average 
class size will be S. More interesting is to consider what 

happens if the restriction that the average class size be 

constant at A, is introduced. W1thout going into the details, the 

following equation results: 
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where x0, x1 ,. ...... ,Xk are the number of classes of size S, 

S+ 1,. .... ,L respectively. Hence: 

and each x1 satifies the inequality: 

This system can be solved rigorously as a problem in 

linear programming or by trial and error. For example, tf S = 
10, L = 30, Z = 150 and A = 27, then the number of classes 

organised will be: 

150 
27 

= 5.6 Le. either 5 or 6. 

If 5 classes are organised, each must contain 30 students and 

the actual class size will also be 30. But if 6 classes ore 

organised, a large number of solutions are possible such as: 

30, 30, 30, 30, 15, 15 and 27, 29, 30, 26, 17, 19. 

1 . · 11 150 In each case the avernge c eiss s1 ze w1 be - 6- = 25. 

5.5.2 costing 

Since the average cost of a full time teacher can be 

estimated, costing simulations are possible using this model 

One suitable formula is given by: 
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Here $Tis the cost per teacher equivalent (taken to be $30000 

in Chapter 6) so c represents a teaching cost per student. As 

an examp 1 e the curriculum: 

K = ( 6 , 43 , 173 , 48 ) 

has a teaching cost of : 

43 
8 

c = 1.25 X 173 X 30 000 

= $1165 per student. 

Use is made of this formula in Chapter 6 to compare curricula. 

5.5.3 Conc1usions 

As well as being an instrument of curriculum analysis, 

the model formulated in this Chapter provides a wide ranging 

notation which allows concise formulation of such problems as 

the timetobling problem end even suggests the possibility of a 
system for classifying curriculum structure. The indicators 
defined by the model will certainly detect some of the changes 

in workload and curriculum provision that result from · 

programmes of school improvement; as was argued in Chapter 

4, this is of particular importance when these changes are 

unintended. 
Furthermore, as will be proposed in the next Chapter, they 

allow precise goals to De set for school improvement 

programmes and their achievement determined. 
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CHAPTER SIX: A COMPUTER MODEL OF CURRICULUM 

Abstract: 

When an analysis of curriculum structure is attempted using the model developed 

in Chapter 5, it quickly assumes the character of an information system (as 

outlined in Chapter 3) involving the classifying, sorting, selecting and proc:essi ng 

of curriculum information. It aho becomes clear that applications of the model 

are unlikely unles3 a flexible computer package reduces the large number of 

calculations involved to an automatic process. Such a package fa developed and 

tested on t'w'o C3Se studies. 

6. t .SOFTWARE 

6.1.1 Introduction 

The mothematical model outlined in the previous chapter 
can be used to analyse a timetable using pencil, paper and a 
calculator but the amount of time involved suggests that this 
method is not likely to be used in schools. In fact any model 
that involves the sorting and selecting of l8rge amounts of data 
followed by masses of repetitive calculation will never find 
acceptance unless it is computerised. With increasing numbers 

of teachers now having access to personal computers, a logical 
approach is to develop a model that can be used on a popular 
brnnd of microcomputer. 

The choice then becomes one of developing a special piece 
of software or using what is commercially available. The latter 
option hos the disadvantage that whatever results will be 
clumsier to use than something tailored for the purpose but the 
far greater advantage that individual modifications to suit 
different schools can be made by people without programming 
knowledge provided that the software is in common use. 

Consequently the model vvas developed on the software 
package Apple Works1M- an integrated database, spreadsheet 
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and wordprocessor running on the Apple 11 c personal computer 

(and on the 11 e with an 80 column text Cflrd and 1281< memory 

or the Apple 11 GS). Any spreadsheet with full database 

facilities (finding, sorting, selecting and reporting) could be 

used in a similar way and may be better than Apple Works, but 

other computers with small memories would not be able to 

handle the data for a large school in the inttial processing· 

stage. In fact, the 128K of the Apple 11 c is barely adeQuate 

and an expansion to 512k would reduce the processing time by 
allowing larger files to be processed on the spreadsheet in one 

block. Subsequently, the spreadsheet was rewritten as an 

Excel• template for the Macintosh™ computer although the 

results that follow are from the Appleworks program. 

The spreadsheet on Apple Works is also a database in the 

sense that records can be stored and sorted; records are stored 

in rows of the spreadsheet with the spreadsheet columns 
forming the record fields or categories. Any continuous block of 
rows can be sorted numerically. or alphabetically according to 

the column categories although there are limited selection 

facilities compared to the database proper. 

However, these are available on the actual database 
program and it is a relatively simple matter to convert 
spreadsheet files to database files and vice versa. Thls 

flexibility provides a good range of interrogation facilHies 

combined with considerable calcu1ation power. Reports from 

both the database emd the spreadsheet can be entered on 

wordprocessor files and combined with other documents before 

printing so that a completed analysis including introductory 

comments and conclusions can be prepared on a single file up to 

55k in size (and much more if the machine has 512k). Of course, 

many of these tasks are now carried out manually by 
timetab1ers using a variety of aids. 
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6. l.2 A Curriculum Information Sy5tem 

Although the actual spreadsheet templates have been 
included in Appendix 2, most people vvishing to use this 

approach would probably make a number of changes fond 
improvements) to suit their special cases; this is very easy to 

do with a small amount of famt1iarity vv·ith Apple Works and/or 

Excel. The general idea wnl remain the same. 

For each school t11e raw material will consist of a 
MAINFILE of class records with at least the following 

categories: 

SUBJECT TEACHER CLASS SIZE NO.OF CLASS 

PERIODS. 

Other categories could include data on: 

FACULTY .. YEAR. CORE/ELECTIVE. ART /SCIENCE 

and anything else that would create particular groupings of 

classes, teachers or students, particularly when the groupings 

constitute subcurricu1a as defined in Chapter 5. Examples of 

Mainfile records can be found in Appendix 1. 

The first spreadsheet program MAINFILE ANALYSER, 

then has the task of processing sets of class records 

considered to be of interest; obvious ones are those determined 

by the additional categories listed above. 
Each processed set of class records is summarised as a 

vector: 

(CODE,q., w .,n .. t,L.,b.,qZ, w:C) 

where Q,w,n,t,L end bare the statistics defined by the 
mathematical model in Chapter 5, whne q% and w% represent 
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the relevant statistic expressed as a percentage of the school 

total. The CODE refers to the structure being analysed. 

To allow ease of access and reporting, the processed 

results can then be filed as a database CURRICULUM DATA 
(see Appendix 2); a second 

spreadsheet CURRICULUM ANALYSER allows results from the 
database to be further combined by 6ddition of the type K1 + K2 

defined in the previous Chapter (see Appendix 2). As an 

example, the Mainfile Analyser could be used to summarise 

class data in terms of faculties- these records are then added 

to Curriculum Data. Combinations off aculties such as Arts and 

Science can then be obtained using Curriculum Analyser. 

In this way the original set of class records0 can be 

turned into a management information system which not only 

provides an important source of information to guide planning 

and decision-making but also a series of indicators that 

pinpoint some of the important conseQuences of a management 

decision. As suggested in Chapter 5, structural analysis also 

enables precise targets to be set in the areas of curriculum 

provision and teacher workload. 

If, as has been argued in Chapter 4, one role of evaluation 

in school improvement is the detection and removal of "the 

difficulties that stand in the way of social action", a 

curriculum information system based on the analysis of 

curriculum structure can become an important evaluation 

instrument. The case studies that fallow will illustrnte these 
points. 

6.2. CASE STUD I ES 

6.2.1 Introduction 

To test both the mothemfltical and the computer model_. 

the ( 1985) timetables of two moderately-sized secondary 
schools (coded as CS 1 and CS2) were analysed in detail and the 
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results combined on a singie database. For convenience, the 
who1e school, year and f acuity records are reproduced in the 
tables below. More complete details can be found in Appendix 1. 

6_2_2 School Resu1ts 

Table f School Results: 

CODE Q w n t L b q% w% 

CSl 1684 36650 22 42.1 764 319,2 100 100 

CS2 1824 47409 26 47.5 1026 68.1 100 100 

Since each set of classes forms a curriculum over the full 
timetable cycle, the workload indicator L (when rounded to the 

nearest integer) gives an approximate total number of students 
in each school. Each school has a class average above 27 end so 
records a positive bonus (thls being the number of class periods 
that must be added or subtracted to produce an average of 27). 
It should be remembered here that it is possible to have a 
negative bonus if class averages are greater than 27. 

Since the bonus is measured in class or teacher periods, 
to allow for the difference in school size we can calculate the 
bonus per student or more dramati cally, the staffing cost per 
student in each school. As an illustration, assume that a 
teacher costs $ 30 000 on the average- then the staffing cost 
per student in the first school would be: 

42.1 · 
C = 764 X (30000) = $1653, 

and in the second: 
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47.5 ( ) $ c = 
1026 

X 30000 = 1389. 

Of course these flgures are estimates and averages only and 
do not allow for administration and material costs; 
nonetheless they illustrate the way in which the model can be 
used to emphasise differences. Like the average class size, 
staffing cost per student is not odditive as defined in the 
previous Chapter and as such is not used as an indicator proper. 

The next step is to see how each school distributes its 
bonus over the curriculum by analysing subgroups of classes, 
particularly subcurricula such as year groups and faculties. 

6_2_3 Vear Results 

Schools are usually organised into year subcurricula 
although some schools do allow some mixing of classes: for 
example, it might be possible 
for a particular student to take a mixture of year 11 and 12 
classes. In the latter case, the combined years will form a 
subcurriculum; otherwise, each year is a curriculum in itself 
and the number of students in the year should be given by the 
workload indicator rounded to an integer. 
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T ob 1 e 2. Yeor Resu1 ts: 
Cose Study 1. 

VEAR q w n t L b q% w% 

8 296 7080 24 7.4 141.6 33.6 17.6 19.2 

9 313 7130 23 7.8 142.6 48.9 18.6 19.3 

10 334 7841 23 8.3 156.B 43.6 19.B 21.3 

1 1 381 8119 21 9.5 162.4 80.3 22.6 22.0 

12 360 6656 18 9.0 158.5 113.5 21.i 16. 1 
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Cose Study 2_ 

VEAR Q w n t L b Q% w% 

7 258 8262 32 6.7 172.1 -47.9 15.3 22.4 

8 288 8B80 31 7.5 185 -40.8 17.1 24.1 

9 276 8766 32 7.2 182.6 -48.6 16.4 23.B 

10 288 8502 30 7.5 177.1 -26.8 17.1 23.1 

11 371 7287 20 9.7 173.5 101.1 22 19.8 

12 ~43 5712 17 8.9 136 131.4 20.4 15.5 

The year analysis reveals some striking differences within 
each school and between the schools, although I will start by 
pointing out a similarity. The most obvious one is the similar 
average class sizes 1n years f 1 and 12 between the two schools 
and the fact that in each case these averages are smaller than 
for the earlier years. 

In CS2 however, the difference is so obvious in terms of 
the bonus that the conjecture that small class sizes in the 
senior school are being paid for by large class sizes in the rest 
of the school appears most probable. 

A second difference is the fact that student numbers (as 

measured by the indicator L, since each year group is a 
subcurriculum) in years 1 O, 11 and 12 in CS 1 are roughly equal 
and higher than in the first two years, while CS2 retains 
similar numbers in the first five years with a substantial drop 

off in year 12. A teble can be used to summarise these results 
in financial terms: 
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Tobie 2.1 Staffing Costs per Student 

Years: (7),8,9, 10 11, 12 School Av. 

est $1599 $1730 $1653 

CS2 $1210 $1603 $1389 

6.2.4 F oculty Results 

Another way to group classes is by subject or sets of 

related subjects usually called faculties. It is unllkely that the 

set of classes making up a faculty will form a subcurriculum, 

so thet student numbers will no longer be given by the workload 

indicetor L. 
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Toble 3. Faculty Results: 

Case Study 1. 

FAC. Q w n t L b Q% w% 

ART 82 1307 16 2 26.1 33.6 4.9 3.5 
ASEU 15 360 24 .4 7.2 1.7 .9 1 
Cl.S 8 72 9 .2 1.4 5.3 .5 .2 

COM. 12 288 24 .3 5.8 1.3 .7 .8 
COMP ta 350 19 .4 7 5 1.1 9 
ECON 53 1285 24 .3 25.7 5.4 3.1 3.5 

ELEC 20 338 17 .5 6.8 7.5 1.2 .9 
ENG. 208 5116 25 5.2 102.3 18.5 12.4 13.9 

GEOG 135 3284 24 ~.4 65.7 13.4 8 8.9 

HIST 113 2643 23 2.8 52.C 15.1 6.7 7.2 
LANG 96 1765 18 2.4 35.3 30.6 5.7 4.8 
LEG. 8 184 23 .2 3.7 1.2 .5 .5 

LIFE 90 1788 20 2.2 35.8 23.8 5.3 4.9 
MATH 265 6582 25 6.6 13 1.6 21.2 15.7 17.9 
MUSI 29 426 15 .7 8.5 13.2 1.7 1.2 

PHYS 54 324 25 1.3 26.5 5 3.2 3.6 
SCIE 347 i]775 22 8.7 155.5 59 20.6 21.1 
SPOR 42 550 13 1 t 1 21.6 2.5 1.5 
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Cose Study 2. 

FAC. Q w n t L b (1% w% 

ART 78 1475 19 2 30.7 23.4 4.2 3.1 
ASIA 18 480 27 .5 10 .2 1.1 1.3 
AUS. 14 133 10 .4 2.8 9.1 .8 .4 

COMP 14 306 22 .4 6.4 2.6 .8 .8 
ECON 129 3612 28 3.4 75.3 -4.7 7.7 9.6 
ENG. 224 6416 29 5.8 33.7 -13.5 13.3 17.4 

GEOG 56 1531 27 1.5 31.9 -.6 3.3 4.2 
GOV. 14 189 14 .4 3.9 7 .8 .5 
HIST 64 1517 24 1.7 31.6 7.8 3.8 4.1 

HUM. 14 203 15 .4 4.2 6.5 .8 .6 
LANG 79 1556 20 2.1 32.4 21.4 4.7 4.2 
MATH 232 6916 30 6 144.1 -24 13.B 18.6 

MUSI 44 709 16 1. 1 14.6 17.7 2.6 1.9 
PHVS 120 4326 36 3.1 90.1 -40.1 7.1 11.7 
REL. 256 6423 25 6.7 133.8 Hl.1 15.2 17.4 

SCIE 240 6349 26 6.2 132.3 4.9 14.3 17.2 
SOC! 30 1026 34 .8 21.4 -7.9 1.8 2.8 

REC. 14 322 23 .4 6.7 2.1 .8 .9 

When a lnrge number of results is involved, the 

information can be ordered by an appropriate statistic or 
combined into broader class groups. For example, faculties can 
be classified as orts, science or ot.her(such as physical 

education). 

Table 4 gives the results of this regrouping as calculated 

by the Curriculum Analyser. 
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Tobie 4. Arts ond Sciences 

Cose Study 1 

► AC. q w n t L D Q% W% 

ARTS 869 18856 22 21.6 377.2 170.6 51.6 51.3 

OTHER 185 3263 16 4.5 65.3 64.2 11 8.9 

SCI. 630 14707 23 15.7 294.1 85.2 37.4 39.9 

Case Study 2 

FAC. Q w n t L b q% wl 

ARTS 1034 25592 25 27.2 533.2 86.6 60.9 66.6 

OTHER 304 8244 27 7.9 171.7 -1.2 18 21.!!.3 

SC I. 486 13573 28 12.6 282.8 ~16.5 28.9 36.8 

Hflving uncovered some striking differences between year 

groups in Tflb1e 2 this type of grouping pr esents a fair degree of 

uniformity in both Cflses: e glance at Table 3 suggests that 

there are more differences within these groups than across 

them. 

6.2.5 Core-Elective Resu1ts 

Since both schools run core and elective subcurricula, 

tt1i s is another obvious way of combining class records. 
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Table 5.Core ond Elective Results. 

Case Study 1 

CURR. Q w n t L b q% w% 

8 ELECT. 28 568 20 .7 11.4 7 1.7 1.5 
8 CORE 268 6512 24 6.7 130.2 26.6 15.9 17.7 

9 ELECT 96 226 24 2.4 45. 12.2 5.7 6.1 
9 CORE 217 4867 22 5.4 97.3 36.7 12.9 13.2 

1 O ELEC 138 2826 20 3.4 56.5 33.3 8.2 7.7 
10 CORE 196 5015 26 4.9 100.3 10.3 l 1.6 13.6 

11 ELEC 258 5301 21 6.4 106 61.7 15.3 14.4 
11 CORE 123 2816 23 3.1 56.4 18.6 7.3 7.6 

12 ELEC 360 6656 18 9 133. 113.5 21.4 18.1 
12 CORE - - - - - - - -
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Cose Study 2 

CURR. q w n t L b q% w% 

7 ELECT. - - - - - - - -
7 CORE 132 3316 25 3.4 69.1 9.1 7.B 9 

5 CORE 156 5562 36 4.1 115.9 -49.9 15.3 22.4 
6 ELECT 120 3252 27 3.1 66.4 -1.5 7.1 6.9 

9 CORE 156 5454 35 4.1 114.3 -47 9. 14.9 
9 ELECT 126 3042 24 3.3 63.4 13.3 7.5 8.3 

-
10 CORE 162 5460 34 4.2 113.8 -40.1 9.6 14.6 
10 ELEC 210 3633 17 5.5 75.i 75.4 12.5 9.9 

11 CORE 161 365 23 4 76.1 25.7 9.6 9.9 
11 CORE 258 8262 32 6.7 172.1 -47.9 15.3 22.4 

12 ELEC 182 2625 14 4.7 54.7 84.6 10.B 7.1 
12 CORE 161 3087 19 4.2 64.3 46.7 9.6 8.4 

Table 6.Core ond Elective Summaries. 

Cose Study 1 

CURR. Q w n t L b Q% w% 

ELECT. 880 17614 20 21.9 352. 227. 52.3 47.8 

CORE 804 19212 24 20.1 384.2 92.4 47.7 52.1 
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Cose Study 2 

CURR. Q w n t l · b Q% w% 

ELECT. 770 15900 21 20 331.3 181.1 45.7 43.2 

CORE 1054 31509 30 27.5 656.5 >- 112.5 62.7 85.5 

Table 6 adds some new evidence to suggest that not only is the 

bonus unequally distributed between the senior years and the 
rest of the school but thet both schools also display 
differences between the elective and core subcurricu1a. Once 
again a summary table in terms of staffing costs makes these 
differences easily appreciated. 

Table 6.1 Staffing Costs in Dollors per Student Hour 

CORE ELECTIVE School Av 

CSl $62.8 $74.6 $68.6 

CS2 $31.2 $45.2 $36.1 

Because the subcurricula run for different lengths of time 
and because the length of periods vary between schools, the 
costs have been calculated by the formula: 

t 
-X 30000 + h w 

wher-e h is the length of a period in hours. 
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Of course, this type of analysis may only provide 

confirmeition of what is eilready known, but on the other hand it 

may highllght anomalies in provision that contradict the 

explicit aims and objectives of the curriculum. In particular, 

the fact that in both cases, considerably more is spent on the 

elective subcurricula must provide cha11enges to those who 

consider that subjects are made compulsory because they are 

more important than those that are not. 
If, for example, placing subjects in the core curriculum is 

an indication of their importance, it seems strange that so 

much more money should go into providing elective subjects 
(particularly in the second case study, where there is a 
comparative shortage of funds). It would also appear reasonable 

to question smaller class sizes in those years of school where 
external discipline is less necessary and individual differences 
catered for by a largely elective curriculum. Schools are places 

where teachers work: do senior teachers tend to take the senior 
school classes and have they set themselves ttp with small 

classes? Which school years are the most important: those 

which everyone is compe11ed to attend or those for which 

attendance is voluntary? 
At a different level, this type of analysis is important in 

determining actual staff workloads. 

6.3. WORKLOADS 

6.3. 1 Introduction 

While the previous discussion considered only teacher 
equivalents, the model also enables us to see how the teaching 

workload is distributed amongst the staff. Both schools have a 

large number of staff who do not take a full load, presumably 

because they have administrative responsibilities or are 
employed part time. Of those who ore clearly full time 

classroom teachers, it is interesting to see how much variation 

there is both between schools and within each school. 
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6_3_2 Some Results 

Table 7 shows a selection of workloads for each school; 

the complete analysis can be found in Appendix 1. In CS 1, 

teachers for which t is 1, 0.9 or 0.8 (t is the fraction of 

contact time expressed as a decimBl) have a workload variation 

of from 21.2 to 10.3 student periods per period of the timetable 

cycle, while in CS2 teachers for which t is 1.1 , 1 or 0.9 have 

simi1ar variations of from 28.1 to f 2.5. 

To illustrate further, Table 7.1 compares t values against 

numbers expressed as percentages of the number of teacher 
equi11alents (Le. the approximate number of full time teachers ·, 0 

required to staff the curriculum). 
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Table 7. A Selection of Teo:cher Results 

Cose Study 1 

TEACHER Q w n t L b ~% w% 

TEACH58 41 1058 26 1 21.2 1.8 )_4 2.9 
TEACH21 37 969 26 .9 19.4 1. 1 2.2 2.6 
TEACH24 36 912 25 9 18.2 2.2 2.1 2.5 
TEACH36 36 774 22 .9 15.5 7.3 2.1 2.1 
TEACH51 31 680 22 .8 13.6 5.8 1.8 1.8 

TEACH31 26 658 25 .6 13.2 1.6 1.5 1.8 
TEACH22 29 656 23 .7 13.1 4.7 1.7 1.8 
TEACH45 33 651 20 .8 13 8.9 2 1.8 
TEACH34 26 646 25 .6 12.9 2.1 1.5 1.8 
TEACH54 35 639 18 .9 12.8 11.: 2. t 1.7 
TEACHl 1 37 614 17 .9 12.3 14.3 2.~ 1.7 

TEACH43 28 608 22 .7 12.2 5.5 1.7 1.6 
TEACH56 26 594 23 .6 11.9 4 1.5 1.6 
TEACH7 34 560 17 .8 11.6 12.5 2 1.6 
TEACH30 29 580 20 .7 11.6 7.5 1.i 1.6 
TEACH35 38 566 15 .9 11.3 17· 2.3 1.5 
TEACH39 24 562 23 .6 11.2 3.2 1..:: 1.5 

TEACH10 35 548 16 .9 11 2.1 1.5 
TEACHS 34 535 16 .S 10.7 14.2 2 1.5 
TEACH13 23 534 23 .6 10.7 3.2 1.4 1.4 
TEACH26 33 529 16 .8 10.6 13.4 2 1.4 
TEACH16 35 516 15 .9 10.3 15.9 2.1 1.4 
TEACH38 30 462 15 .7 9.2 12.9 1.6 1.3 
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Tob1e 7. A Selection of Teocher Results (cont.) 

Cose Study 2 

TEACHER Q w n t L b Q% w% 

TEACH52 42 1350 32 1. 1 28.1 -7.9 2.5 3.7 
TEACH58 36 1278 36 .9 26.6 -11.~ 2.1 3.5 
T£ACH44 30 1086 36 .8 22.6 -10.1 1.8 2.9 
TEACH27 36 1068 30 .9 22.3 -3.5 2.1 2.9 
TEACH14 30 1062 35 .8 22.1 -9.2 1.8 2.9 

TEACH5 30 1050 35 .8 21.9 -8.8 1.8 2.8 
TEACH12 39 1040 27 1 21.7 .5 2.3 2.8 
TEACH34 37 1039 28 1 21.6 -1.4 2.2 2.6 
TEACH3 30 1008 34 .8 21 -7.2 1.8 2.7 
T£ACH11 36 942 26 .9 19.6 1.1 2.1 2.6 
TEACH59 37 788 21 1 16.4 7.8 2.2 2.1 

TEACH41 25 789 32 .7 16.4 -4.1 1.5 2.1 
TEACH50 24 774 32 .6 16.1 -4.6 1.4 2.1 
TEACH38 38 740 19 1 15.4 10.6 2.3 2 
TEACH60 33 729 22 .9 15.2 6 2 2 
TEACH49 26 715 28 .7 14.9 -.4 1.5 1.9 
TEACH4 35 658 19 .9 13.7 10.6 2.1 1.6 

TEACH22 34 599 18 .9 12.5 11.6 2 1.6 
rT°EACH51 27 592 22 .7 12.3 5.1 1.6 1.6 
TEACH23 28 574 21 .7 12 6.7 1.7 1.6 
TEACH32 21 574 27 .5 12 -.2 1.2 1.6 
TEACH13 20 566 28 .5 11.6 -.9 1.2 1.5 
TEACH7 32 563 18 .8 11.7 11. 1 1.9 1.5 
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Tnble 7.1 Volues of t ond Percentoges of Teochers 

t 1. 1 1 .9 .8 School 

CSl 0% 4.75% 47.5% 30.9% 42.1 

CS2 4.2% 18.9% 31.6% 10.5% 47.5 

Quite apart from the fact that CS 1 hes smaller class 

sizes a appears that teachers at this school generally have a 
lighter load in terms of the number of periods that they teach. 
Within each school it would appear that some teachers have a 

much heaYier load then would be predicted by considering 
contact periods on 1 y. For ex amp 1 e, in CS 1, Teacher 1 O and 
Teacher 21 both have a .9 contact time but one has an indicator 

Yalue of 19.4 and the other, 11. 

Since the workload indicator depends on class size, 

teachers taking core classes in lower years will be particularly 

affected. In fact the second highest individual L value in CS2 is 

recorded by a teacher with four core classes in year 7 and two 

core classes in year 8 despite the fact that the associated t 
value is only 0.9 . 

6.3.3 ConcJusions 

Since both schools were single-sex schools, analysis of 

the distribution of curriculum provision by splitting the school 

into boys and girls was not possible, but would be a valuable 

exercise to do if it were. The calculation of the bonus for bo~s 

and girls within subjects such as mathematics would be 
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particularly interesting given the present debate on provision. 

How it cem be done is not so obvious. 

At first s1ght it would appear that each class within the 

school could be split into a boys clt1ss and a girls cl8ss with 

the number of student periods d1vided accordingly into bog 

penods end girl periods. But this approach does not allow for 

the fact that we now have two classes but only one teacher 
which is contrary to our definition of class. Any class which 

contained a small number of girls would create a positive 

curriculum bonus. 

An assumpUon about the amount of teacher time spent 

with the girls in the class and with the boys in the class would 

be necessary. For example, the class periods could be divided in 

the same ratio as the number of boys to girls on the (dubious) 

assumption that the teacher spends a proportionate amount of 

time with each group. So if a class of 30 consisting of 1 O boys 

and 20 girls meets for 9 periods in a cycle, 3 of these periods 

would be allocated to the boys ct1rrict1lt1mand 6 to the_ girls 

ct1rrict1Jt1m. This would create 30 boy periods on the one hand 

and 120 girl periods on the other. But these periods are no 

longer periods of the original curriculum since the original 270 
periods have now reduced to 150. 

An extension of the model along these lines would be of 

great use in providing evidence of differences in student 

provision within the curriculum and in the setting of precise 

goals for programmes aimed at assisting disadvantaged groups. 

This idea of extending the analysis not just by group1ng 

classes in various ways but also by splitting them according to 

1:1ttributes that the students might or might not possess is 

discussed further in the final chapter. 

The case studies give a good feeling for what the model is 

able to achieve at the school level in the way of making 

accessible information on vvorkload distribution and curriculum 

provision buried within the scriool timetable. It suggests thflt a 

range of indicators can be used to detect some of the more 
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subtle variations in these areas. In addition, the model displays 
some of its potential for the analysts of curriculum structure. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: A SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Abstroct 

This concluding Chapter looks again at the applications of curriculum structure 

analysis both at the school level and, more generally, in the areas of school sytems and 

mdustrfal rebtic,ns:. The function c,f this approach in analysing the consequences of 

management decisions and in setting precise goals for school improYement programmes 

is further illustrated by .a detailed discussion of how the models could be used in 

practice. Finally, some of the theoretical challer,ges suggested by the model are 

proposed. 

7_ L APPLICATIONS 

7_ L 1 Introduction 

The orgonisotional model of curriculum determined by the 

assumption that every student spends each period of the 

timetable in class was discussed in Chapters 5 in its 

mathematical formulation. In Chapter 6 this mathematical 

model was transloted into an Appleworks spreadsheet template 

and the results of analysing two case studies stored on an 
Appleworks database. 

Both versions of the model have been developed, firstly as 

a management tool to monitor the distribution of teacher 

workload within the staff end across the curriculum, and 

secondly as the provision of curriculum resources (to the 

extent that these are reflected in staffing costs}. 

There is also the imp1ication discussed in Chapters 3 and 

4, that access to information of the type provided by the 
computer version wi1l lead to the more general improvement 

that results from the widest possi b 1 e criticism of managernent 

decisions and their consequences. In this sense, information 

systems of this kind are one of the prerequisites for 

democratic participation in management, and for the breaking 
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down of the hierarchical management structure in schools 
which may deny full recognition of the classroom teacher as a 

key component of the education system. 
While management mistakes in the area of timetabling 

continue to remain the responsibility of individuals (who may 
even be incompetent at the technical level of timetabling), 
rnther than the collective responsibility of those affected by 
the decision, the tendency to either cover ,;p or !t1rn tJ blind eye 
to bad decisions will make any process of school improvement 
in this area a molter of good J11ck rather than good 

mtJnttgement. 

7.1.2 Industrial Relations 

It follows (as suggested in the introductory Chapter) 
that the model has important applications in industrial 
relations in the pursuit of improved working conditions (such 

as controls on class sizes and contact time), in a more 
eQuitable distribution of power within schools, and in the 
fostering of an atmosphere that allm-vs criticism and collective 
decision-making. 

As such, the type ofstructurnl analysis developed in the 

preceding chapters may be of more interest ot the shop floor in 
schools than to administrntors and managers. 

In many schools the logical user of structural analysis, 
particularly in the areo of workloads, will be the union 

representitive, as was originally the case in the dispute 

referred to in Chapter 1. If this type of a~proach were adopted 

by the teacher unions, information on workloads and all the 
other areos of the curriculum mentioned in the previous 
Chapter could be easily collated on a large scale, independently 
of the employing authority and its representives. 

This would have the positive side effect of encouraging 
school managements olso to undertake systematic analysis of 
their curriculum structures and the hidden messoges about the 
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relative value of subjects, students and teachers that they 

often contain. 

7 _ 1 _3 The Cost of Schoo Ii ng 

The fact that staffing costs for the wt1ole school can be 

broken down by the model into the comparative costs 

associated with the various subcurricula of the school, may 

have applications in the development of the formulae that 

determine the levels of government aid to private schools and 

in the distribution of funds across school systems. In the past, 

such formulae have depended largely on the staff-student ratio 

and have not looked at how the staff are distributed across the 

curriculum. A more sensitive formula might take more 
workload and cost factors into account. 

7_ 1 _4 School Improvement 

To illustrate the use of analysis in setting goals, a 

project for school improvement wi11 be outlined and discussed 
~ at a fictional school, Gundawagga High. 

TITLE: School Improvement Programme for Gundawagga High 

School. 

BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT: After discussions involving 

a wide range of members of the school community, it was 

decided to develop an equal opportunity programme for girls in 

maths and science, since there was a widely held belief that 

fewer girls in the school were opting for these subjects than 

boys, despite roughly equal numbers of boys and girls in the 

school. An organising committee was elected (or appointed) to 
draw up fl plan. 
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MEETINGS OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE: The first meeting 
of the committee discussed the need for information obout 

subject options; there was also discussion of the general 

educational and social principles involved in equal opportunity. 

Commentary: At this initiol stage a curriculum analysis could 
have been used: not only to look at the relative percentages of 
boys and girls opting for particular subjects but also to 
compare the boys Cllrric11lllm with the girls c11rrict1/11m. 

If the analysis revealed no significant differences, then 
the committee could have concluded that there was little to be 

done. On the other hand, the confirmation of the differences 
originally believed to exist would have led the committee to a 
discussion of strategies for addressing them. Following this 

discussfon precise goals and st.ages could ~,ave been set: for 

example, that the percentage of girls opting for do11ble moths 
at year 12 be increased from the current 5% to 10% of those 
eligible within 5 years. 

Here the structural approach would not only indicate if 

the goal had been achieved but it would enable important 

consequences of the programme to be analysed in advance. Such 

as, what effect this increase would have on other subject 

areas, whether more or fewer or different staff would be 

required, what diffences would result in teacher workloads etc. 

The testanalysis at the end of the five year period would also 

indicate some of the unexpected outcomes of the programme. Of 

course, the actual strategies employed would not be determined 

by this model but by others relating to curriculum development 
and sociology. 

FINAL RESULTS: Actually, what happened at Gundawagga High 
was that, lacking a previously established information system, 
nobody had the time to obtain the required information from the 
timetable and other records. Several strategies including 

modifying the timetable were suggested and acted upon but no 

specific goals were set. Five years later, no one knew whether 
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there had been any improvement in this Brea or not (although 
there WEIS considerable st1:1ff uneose ·when the new timetable 
was introduced). 

While the report above is not intended to be taken too 
seriously, 1t does emphasize severnl ospects of the evaluation 
role that can be played by curriculum analysis, namely, the 

provision of detailed curriculum information, the setting of 
precise goals and the analysis of both possible and actual 

outcomes. 

7 .2. THEORETICAL EXTENSIONS 

7.2.1 Curriculum Classification 

The idea that the key organisational structure of schools 
is sufficiently well-defined to be represented by on abstract 
mathematical system is not so novel when 1t is realised that 

completely general mathematical descriptions of organisations 
have existed for some time (Hoos 1976). On the other hand, 
the comparotive simplicity of school structure and the 
poss1bi1 Hy of a description as an a 1 gebrat c substructure of a 
real three-dimensional vector space, together suggest that a 
systematic classification of curricula may be possible. 

The extension of the remarks made in Chapter 5 on 
classification depends on the reliability of a broad analogy 
between these algebraic structures and prime numbers: just as 

any integer has a unique representation in terms of its prime 
factors, so a curriculum can be represented in terms of its 

prime subcurricula. I have not pursued this idea beyond the 
realm of speculation, but it would reduce the problem of 
classification to one of listing curricula that do not contain 
substructures thot are themselves curricula. 
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7 .2.2 Improvements nnd Extensions 

The generalisation of the original Davies· model to the 

irregt1/or case was the resu1t of the attempted analysis of 

Case Study 1 where the curriculum f fills to satisfy assumption 

A4 (viz. UAll classes have the same number of periods per 

cycle"). Further improvements are likely as the number of cases 

analysed increases. 
As suggested in Chapter 6, the extension of the model in 

oom ns mamemal1ca1 ana computer rorms to enaDle the 
curriculum to be split by splitting each class along, say, gender 

lines, must allow for the fact that what results is some sort of 

toctor curriculum rather than a st1bcurriculum such as one 
gets from splitting the classes into year groups. How these are 

related to the original is not obvious but may require the 

introduction of some notion of st11dent worJ:lood enabling the 

curriculum provision of individuf!l students to be calculated. In 

its own right, the notion of a student workload indicator may 

be useful in detecting differences which occur between 

different course choices. 

7.2.3 Further Proposals 

While the current computer model is sufficient for intra

school use, comparison of a 1 eirge number of schools wouid 

require much more computing power. Given this resource, the 

fri11owing projects are of possible interest: 

(i) Use the model to an1Jlyse the variation in curriculum 

proyision between boys and gtrls within schools using a wide 

range of dHf erent school types; where the components of the 

school community are in agreement, formulate precise goals 

for an eqt1ol opportt1nity programme. This type of project would 

involve training staff to set up a curriculum information 
system in their school. 
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(ii) Ana1yse a large number of core and electi11e subcurricu16 to 

see whether the lower provision for core subjects noticed in 

the case studies is widespread or a function of school size or 
some other factor. 

(110 Look for gender diffetences in teacher workload across a 
range of schools and systems. 

(iv) Complete a theoretical classifice1tion scheme and test H 
out over a large sample of schools. 

(v) Incorporate the analysis model into a more general 

curriculum information system which includes student reports 

and assessments, as suggested in Chapter 1. 

(vi) Continue the investigation of the simulation capabilities of 

the mode1 and their development in appropriate software. 

(vii) Run training courses for union representatives on this 

model of curriculum analysis. 

(viii) Generalise the notion of indicators and structural 
analysis to organisations other than schools. 
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APPENDIX 1. THE CLASS RECORD DAT ABASE 

Table 1. A poge of class records from Cose Study 1 
sorted by teocher. 
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Table 2.: A page of clnss records from Cose Study 2 
sorted by subject. 
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SUBJECT FAC. OPT. f EACH. VEAR SIZE C.PER S.PER 

LST 10 C AL 8 20 4 80 
ADEG 2 E AL 8 18 4 72 
ENG 2 C AL g 29 7 203 
LST 10 C AL g 14 4 56 
ENG 2 C AL 10 23 7 161 
EL 18 E AL 11 17 2 34 

EGLAND 2 E AL 12 21 8 168 
ADEG 2 E BA 8 19 4 76 
SCI 11 C BD 8 29 5 145 
SCI 11 C BD g 28 8 224 

PHYS 11 C BD 10 29 6 174 
PHYS 11 E 8D 11 25 7 175 
PHYS 11 E BO 12 16 8 128 
ENG 2 C BE 8 28 6 168 
LST 10 C BE 8 21 4 84 
SP 13 C BE 8 14 2 28 
ENG 2 C BE g 29 7 203 
LST 10 C BE g 29 4 116 

CMVST 16 E BE 10 25 6 150 
LST 10 C BE 10 17 2 34 
LST 10 C BE 10 26 2 56 
LST 10 C BE 11 21 2 42 
LST 10 C BE 11 24 2 48 
LAT 6 E BF 9 24 5 135 

ADEG 2 E BG 8 18 4 72 
FRE 3 C BL 8 28 4 112 
FRE 3 C BL 8 28 4 112 
FRE 3 E BL g 24 5 155 
FRE 3 E BL 10 19 6 114 
FRE 3 E BL 11 6 7 42 
FRE 3 E BL 12 10 8 80 
MW 12 C BM 9 14 2 28 
MW 12 C BM 9 14 2 26 
MW 12 E BM 10 17 6 102 
MW 12 E BM 11 12 7 84 
MW 12 E BM 11 13 7 91 
EL 18 E BM 1 1 17 2 34 

TECHST 12 E BM 12 21 8 166 
LST 10 C BN 10 15 2 30 
LST 10 C BN 10 15 2 30 
FRE 3 C BT 8 29 4 116 
I />,T F. I=' RT R ')c; ,1 1()() 



Table 2.: A page of class records from Case Study 2 
sorted by subject. 
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SUBJECT. FAC OPT. TEACH VEAR SIZE CPER SPER 

AC 17 10 ON l 1 34 7 238 
AC 17 12 LN 12 19 7 133 

AH 5 10 HL 11 9 7 63 
AH 5 12 HL 12 12 7 B4 

ART 1 1 EV 7 22 6 132 
ART 1 1 MB 7 29 6 174 

ART 1 4 EV 8 27 6 162 
ART 1 6 MB 9 24 6 144 
ART l 8 MB 10 31 6 186 
ART 1 10 MB 11 14 7 98 
ART 1 12 MB 12 14 7 98 

AS 14 4 HW 8 25 6 150 

AS 14 6 HW g 29 6 174 
AS 14 8 HW 10 26 6 156 

AUS 22 10 RB 11 6 7 42 
AUS 22 12 RB 12 13 7 91 

B 11 10 GE 11 20 7 140 
B 11 10 GE 11 21 7 147 
B 11 12 GE 12 16 7 1 t 2 
B 11 12 GE 12 17 7 119 

C 11 10 BR 11 28 7 196 

C 11 10 BR 1 1 14 7 98 
C 11 12 BR 12 20 7 140 

C 11 12 BR 12 7 7 49 
C 11 12 HG 12 13 7 91 

co 17 4 PW 8 33 6 196 
co 17 4 PW 8 32 6 192 
co 17 4 so 8 31 6 166 
co 17 4 so 

I 
8 35 6 210 

co 17 6 HW 9 33 6 198 
co 17 6 LN g 38 6 228 
co 17 6 PV·/ g 35 6 210 

co 17 8 LN 10 36 6 216 

co 17 B LN 10 29 6 174 

co 17 s LN 10 24 6 144 



Tob1e 3. The Cose Study Datobose sorted by Bonus (b) 
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CODE Q w n t L b Q% w% CASE 

VR.8COR 56 5562 36 4.1 115.9 -49.9 9.3 15. 1 CS2 
VEAR9 276 8766 32 7.2 182.6 -48.6 16.4 23.8 CS2 
VEAR7 258 8262 32 6.7 172.1 -47.9 15.3 22.4 CS2 
VR.7COR 258 8262 32 6.7 172.1 -47.9 15.3 22.4 CS2 
VR.9COR 156 5484 35 4.1 114.3 -47 9.3 14.9 CS2 
YEARS 288 6880 31 7.5 185 -40.8 17.1 24. l CS2 
VR.10CO 162 5460 34 4.2 113.8 -40.1 9.6 14.8 CS2 
FAC.PHV 120 4326 36 3.1 90.1 -40.1 7.1 11.7 CS2 
VEARlO 288 8502 30 7.5 177.1 -26.8 17.1 23.1 CS2 
FAC.MAT 232 6916 30 6 144.1 -24 13.8 18.8 CS2 
FAC.ENG 224 6416 29 5.8 133.7 -13.5 13.3 17.4 CS2 
TEACH58 36 1278 36 .9 26.6 -11.2 2.1 3.5 CS2 
TEACH35 36 1266 35 .9 26.4 -10.8 2.1 3.4 CS2 
TEACH44 30 1086 36 .B 22.6 -10.1 1.8 2.9 CS2 
TEACH14 30 1062 35 .8 22.1 -9.2 1.8 2.9 CS2 
TEACH5 30 1050 35 .8 21.9 -8.8 1.8 2.8 CS2 
TEACH61 36 1206 34 .9 25.1 -8.6 2.1 3.3 CS2 
TEACH24 24 882 37 .6 18.4 -8.6 f.4 2.4 CS2 
TEACH54 36 1200 33 .9 25 -8.3 2.1 3.3 CS2 
TEACH33 24 870 36 .6 18.1 -8.1 1.4 2.4 CS2 
TEACH52 42 1350 32 1.1 28.1 -7.9 2.5 3.7 CS2 
FAC.SOC 30 1026 34 .8 21.4 -7.9 1.8 2.6 CS2 
TEACH3 30 1008 34 .8 21 -7.2 1.8 2.7 CS2 
fEACH47 24 634 35 .6 17.4 -6.8 1.4 2.3 CS2 
TEACH29 38 1198 32 1 25 -6.3 2.3 3.3 CS2 
TEACH40 3B 1187 31 1 24.7 -5.9 2.3 3.2 CS2 
fEACH53 18 636 35 .5 13.3 -5.5 1. 1 1.7 CS2 
TEACH46 36 1110 31 .9 23.1 -5 2.1 3 CS2 
FAC.ECO 129 3612 28 3.4 75.3 -4.7 7;7 9.8 CS2 
TEACH50 24 774 32 .6 16. 1 -4.6 1.4 2.1 CS2 
TEACH15 38 1148 30 1 23.9 -4.4 2.3 3.1 CS2 
TEACH21 25 795 32 .7 16.6 ~4_3 1.5 2.2 CS2 
TEACH41 25 789 32 .7 16.4 -4. l 1.5 2.1 CS2 
TEACH27 36 1068 30 .9 22.3 -3.5 2.1 2.9 CS2 
TEACH16 12 384 32 .3 8 -2.1 .7 1 CS2 
TEACH43 12 372 31 .3 7.8 -1.7 .7 1 CS2 
VR.9ELE 120 3282 27 3.1 66.4 -1.5 7.1 8.9 CS2 
TEACH34 37 1039 28 1 21.6 -1.4 2.2 2.8 CS2 
TEACH66 39 1090 28 1 22.7 -1.3 2.3 3 CS2 
TEACH13 20 566 28 .5 11.8 -.9 1.2 1.5 CS2 
TEACH30 6 186 31 .2 3.9 ...,_5 .4 .5 CS2 
FAC.GEO 56 1531 27 1.5 31.9 ~.6 3.3 4.2 CS2 



Tobie 3. The Cose Study Dotobase sorted by Bonus (b) 
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CODE Q w n t L b q% w% CASE 

TEACH20 34 913 27 .8 18.3 .2 2 2.5 CSl 
TEACH15 8 210 26 .-" 

• .t.. 4.2 .2 .5 .6 CSl 
FAC.ASI 18 480 27 .5 10 .2 1 . 1 1.3 CS2 
TEACH10 12 312 26 .3 6.5 .4 .7 .8 CS2 
TEACH12 39 1040 27 1 21.7 .5 2.3 2.8 CS2 
TEACH9 14 364 26 .4 7.6 .5 .8 1 CS2 
TEACH5 5 120 24 . 1 2.4 .6 .3 .3 CSl 
TEACH31 33 874 26 .9 18.2 .6 2 2.4 CS2 
TEACH23 35 924 26 .9 18.5 .8 2.1 2.5 CS1 
TEACH37 19 491 26 .5 9.8 .8 1. 1 1.3 CSl 
TEACH18 7 166 24 .2 3.5 .8 .4 .5 CS2 
TEACH21 37 969 26 .9 19.4 1. 1 2.2 2.6 CSl 
TEACH 11 36 942 26 .9 19.6 1.1 2.1 2.6 CS2 
FAC.LEG 8 184 23 .2 3.7 1.2 .5 .5 CSl 
TEACH2 4 76 19 . 1 1.5 1.2 .2 .2 CSl 
FAC.COM 12 288 24 .3 5.8 1.3 .7 .8 CSl 
TEACH27 4 72 18 . 1 1.4 1.3 .2 .2 CSl 
TEACH55 4 72 18 . 1 1.4 1.3 .2 .2 CSl 
TEACH6 4 72 18 . 1 1.4 1.3 .2 .2 est 
TEACH6 42 1098 .26 1.1 22.9 1.3 2.5 3 CS2 
TEACH62 12 288 -24 .3 6 1.3 .7 .8 CS2 
TEACH31 26 658 25 .6 13.2 1.6 1.5 1.8 CS1 
TEACH59 33 845 26 .8 16.9 1.7 2 2.3 est 
FAC.ASE 15 360 24 .4 7.2 1.7 .9 1 CSl 
TEACH58 41 1058 26 1 21.2 1.8 2.4 3 CS1 
TEACH9 4 60 15 . 1 1.2 1.8 .2 .2 CSl 
TEACH50 35 893 26 .9 17.9 1.9 2.1 2.4 CSl 
TEACH60 4 56 14 . 1 1 . 1 1.9 .2 .2 CS1 
TEACH34 26 646 25 .6 12.9 2.1 1.5 1.8 CSl 
REC.ST. 14 322 23 .4 6.7 2.1 .8 .9 CS2 
TEACH24 36 912 25 .9 18.2 2.2 2.1 2.5 CSl 
TEACH33 14 316 23 .3 6.3 2.3 .8 .9 est 
TEACH32 35 881 25 .9 17.6 2.4 2.1 2.4 CSl 
TEACH4 37 929 25 .9 18.6 2.6 2.2 2.5 CSl 
TEACH41 37 928 25 .9 18.6 2.6 2.2 2.5 est 
TEACH40 32 794 25 .8 15.9 2.6 1.9 2.2 CS1 
FAC.COM 14 308 22 .4 6.4 2.6 .B .8 CS2 
TEACH3 34 846 25 .8 16.9 2.7 2 2.3 CSl 
TEACH67 14 301 22 .4 6.3 2.9 .s .B CS2 
rT EACH46 7 112 16 .2 2.3 2.9 .4 ":t" 

. .J CS2 
TEACH47 21 485 23 .5 9.7 3 1.2 1.3 CS1 

EACH42 14 294 21 .4 6.1 3.1 .B .B CS2 



Tobie 3. The Cose Study DatttbBse sorted by Bonus (b) 
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CODE q w n t L b q% w% CASE 

TEACH63 27 610 23 7 .. 12.7 4.4 1.6 1.7 CS2 
TEACH55 27 608 23 .7 12.7 4.5 1.6 1.6 CS2 
TEACH14 18 362 20 .4 7.2 4.6 1. 1 1 CS1 
TEACH22 ">O ,t...;- 656 23 7 . ' 13.1 4.7 1.7 1.8 est 
TEACH37 38 898 24 l 18.7 4.7 2.3 2.4 CS2 
TEACH36 6 36 6 .2 .8 4.7 .4 . 1 CS2 
TEACH46 12 192 16 .3 3.8 4.9 "'"I . ( .5 CSl 
FAC.SCI 240 6349 26 6.2 132.3 4.9 14.3 17.2 CS2 
FAC.PHV 54 1324 25 1.3 26.5 5 3.2 3.6 est 
FAC.COM 18 350 19 .4 7 5 1. 1 .9 CSl 
TEACH61 32 725 23 .8 14.5 5.1 1.9 2 CS1 
TEACH51 27 592 22 .7 12.3 5.1 1.6 1.6 CS2 
FAC.CL. 8 72 9 .2 1.4 5.3 .5 .2 CSl 
FAC.ECO 53 1285 24 1.3 25.7 5.4 3.1 3.5 CSl 
TEACH43 28 608 22 .7 12.2 5.5 1.7 1.6 CSl 
TEACH18 19 365 19 .5 7.3 5.5 1. 1 1 CSl 
TEACH17 42 978 23 1 19.6 5.8 2.5 2.7 CS1 
TEACH51 31 680 22 .8 13.6 5.8 1.8 1.8 CS1 
TEACH19 35 783 22 .9 15.7 6 2.1 2.1 CSl 
TEACH60 33 729 22 .9 15.2 6 2 2 CS2 
TEACH29 33 725 22 .8 14.5 6.1 2 2 CS1 
TEACH42 21 399 19 .5 s 6-2 1.2 1. 1 est 
TEACH69 36 798 22 .9 16.6 6.4 2.1 2.2 CS2 
TEACH68 24 474 20 .6 9.9 6.4 l.4 1.3 CS2 
TEACH57 23 446 19 .6 8.9 6.5 1.4 1.2 CS1 
FAC.HUM 14 203 15 .4 4.2 6.5 .8 .6 CS2 
TEACH23 26 574 21 .7 12 6.7 1.7 1.6 cc/) ._j,L. 

TEACH44 38 842 22 .9 16.B 6.8 2.3 2.3 CSl 

VR.8 EL 28 566 20 .7 11.4 7 1.7 1.5 CSl 
TEACH8 21 378 16 .5 7.9 7 1.2 1 CS2 
FAC.GOV 14 189 14 .4 3.9 7 .8 .5 CS2 
TEACH48 37 804 22 .9 16.1 7.2 2.2 2.2 CSl 
TEACH1 36 774 22 .9 15.5 7.3 2.1 2.1 CS1 
TEACH36 36 774 22 .9 15.5 7.3 2.1 2.1 CS1 
TEACH25 38 824 22 .9 16.5 7.5 2.3 2.2 CSl 
TEACH30 29 580 20 .7 11.6 7.5 1.7 1.6 CS1 
FAC.ELE 20 338 17 .5 6.8 7.5 1.2 .9 CS1 
FAC.HlS 64 1517 24 1.7 31.6 7.8 3.S 4.1 CS2 
TEACH59 37 786 21 1 16.4 7.E 2.2 2.1 CS2 
TEACH12 37 771 21 .9 15.4 8.4 2.2 2.1 CSl 
TEACH45 33 651 20 .8 13 8.9 2 1.8 est 
YR.SELE 132 331 t 25 3.4 69.1 9.1 7.8 9 CS2 



Toble 3. The Cose Study Database sorted by Honus (b) 
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CODE Q w n t L b Q% w% CASE 

VR.9 EL 96 2263 24 2.4 45.3 12.2 5.7 6.1 CS1 

TEACH70 20 211 1 1 .5 4.4 12.2 1.2 .6 CS2 
rfEACH7 34 560 17 .6 11.6 12.5 2 1.6 CSl 

h"EACH38 30 462 15 .7 9.2 12.9 1.8 1.3 CS1 

TEACHl 26 349 13 .7 7.3 13.1 1.5 .9 CS2 
FAC.MUS 29 426 15 .7 B.5 13.2 1.7 1.2 CSl 
VR. l0EL 126 3042 24 3.3 63.4 13.3 7.5 6.3 CS2 
FAC.GE0 135 328£ 24 3.4 65.7 13.4 8 6.9 CSl 
TEACH26 33 529 16 .B 10.6 13.4 2 1.4 CSl 

TEACH8 34 535 16 .8 10.7 14.2 2 1.5 CSl 

TEACH 11 37 614 17 .9 12.3 14.3 2.2 1.7 CSl 

TEACH10 35 545 16 .9 11 14.7 2.1 1.5 CS1 

TEACH56 26 350 13 .7 7.3 15 1.7 .9 CS2 
FAC.HIS 113 2643 23 2.8 52.9 15.1 6.7 7.2 CSl 

TEACH16 35 516 15 .9 10.3 15.9 2.1 1.4 CSl 

TEACH35 36 566 15 .9 11.3 17 2.3 1.5 CS1 

FAC.MUS 44 709 16 1. 1 14.8 17.7 2.6 1.9 CS2 
FAC.REL 256 6423 25 6.7 133.6 16.1 15.2 17.4 CS2 
TEACH28 28 259 9 .7 5.4 18.4 1.7 .7 CS2 
FAC.ENG 208 5116 25 5.2 102.3 18.5 12.4 13.9 CSl 
VR.11 C 123 281E 23 3.1 56.4 18.6 7.3 7.6 CS1 
FAC.MAT 265 6582 25 6.6 131.6 21.2 15.7 17.9 CS1 
FAC.LAN 79 1556 20 2.1 32.4 21.4 4.7 4.2 CS2 
FAC.SP0 42 550 13 1 l 1 21.6 2.5 1.5 CS1 

FAC.ART 76 1475 19 2 30.7 23.4 4.2 3.1 CS2 
FAC.LIF 90 1788 20 2.2 35.6 23.8 5.3 4.9 cs, 
VR.11 CO 161 365£ 23 4.2 76.1 25.7 9.6 9.9 CS2 
VR.B CO 268 6512 24 6.7 130.2 26.B 15.9 17.7 CS1 
FAC.LAN 96 1765 18 2.4 35.3 30.6 5.7 4.8 CSl 
VR.10 E 138 2826 20 3.4 56.5 33.3 8.2 7.7 CS1 
FAC.ART 62 1307 16 2 26.1 33.6 4.9 3.5 CSl 
VEAR8 29E 708( 24 7.4 141.6 33.8 17.6 19.2 CS1 

VR.9 CO 217 4867 22 5.4 97.3 36.7 12.9 13.2 cs, 
FAC.TEC 89 1389 16 2.2 27.6 37.6 5.3 3.6 CSl 
FAC.TEC 184 3918 21 4.8 81.6 38.9 10.9 10.6 CS2 
VEAR10 33, 7641 23 B.3 156.6 43.6 19.6 21.3 CSl 
VR.12CO 161 3067 19 4.2 64.3 46.7 9.6 6.4 CS2 
VEAR9 31: 7130 23 7.8 142.6 48.9 18.6 19.3 CSl 
FAC.SCI 347 7775 22 6.7 155.5 59 20.6 21. 1 CSl 
VR.11 E 256 530 21 6.4 106 61.7 15.3 14.4 CS1 
ASCHOOL 1824 4740 ~ 26 47.5 ~BB.7 e 8.1 100 100 CS2 
VR.11 EL 210 3633 17 5.5 75.7 75.4 12.5 9.9 CS2 
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APPENDIX 2. THE SPREADSHEETS 

Closs Record Anolyser ond Curriculum Anolyser. 

Class records were processed to give curricula vectors by the Apple 

Works1
1-1 spreadsheet template Class Record Anolyser. These 

vectors cou1d then be further combined by the spreadsheet template 

Curriculum Anolyser. Hard copies of these programs can be found in 

the attached wallet. A version of the program written as an Excel™ 

template has also been included. 
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CLASS RECORD ANALYSER 
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1 8 .::~ .. f.($..~1J .. ~=A 1 9 ,$A$ 6, ~.J.§) ___ ········································································--·-· 
19 .:.!.f.J.i~.$..1..?.'.:~.?..Q.:.$ ___ A-'-$___,6 _B_19~)---································-··········---
20 =lf{$A$12=A21 $A$6 820) 

•••••••••••••·-·•••••••••••••••- ••••• I ••.•.•••. L •.....••..•... .. - ...... ---······································ ··················- -···•· 

21 =lf($A$12=A22,$A$6,B21) 

22 .:::~.f..U.~.~J..?..:A23,$A$6,B22t_ ____ ............................ -··············-···--
23 .:.!.f.J.!~l!..?=A24,$A$6 ,B23) 
24 .=lf($A$12=A25,$A$6,B24) 
25 =I.F(_$A$1. 2=A26 ,$A$6 ,B25) - - ··············-··-·········--··-
26 .::J.f_(.$.~.U.~=A27 ,~.~.§.t.~2_6 ..... ) __ _ 
27 .:.!.f..U~.tJ 2=A28,$A$6 827) 
28 =IF( $A$12=A29 $A$6 .B28) 

.... • • ••• ••• .... •••••• .. •• .. -••-•• .. •• ... ,/ ... u ...... A ...... --;------••• .......... ••••• •••••• .... •-••••• ••••• .. ••-••---... .. 

29 .:J.f.J$A$12=A30,j:A ___ $....,6,'--B_29...,..) ___ . ________ __, 
30 =lf($A$12=A31,$A$6 B30) 
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1 
2 
3 

C D 

.......................... ------·--······ .. ················ .. ···•·• .. ···············----------
-----------·······························-------------

I------+-• .. ······ .. ····· .. --.. -------· .. ································•···· .. ······---+--------······· ............. . 
4 ...................................... ---- ----················································ .. ···-----· .. ··· .. ··-···-......................... . 
5 fAC. mPT_ ..... •••••• .. ••••••••• .. ••••----------• .. •••••••••••••M .. _____________ _ 

6 .:::.,;.~.~J .. ~I.~~~Y....L: !B 1 7 7 ··-·················-··········.................................................... j ='CASE STU D_Y. 1 '!C 1 7 7 .................... . 
7 8 •······················-----------·············································· ...... _ .. t ______ ....................... . 

.............................. -----------··········· ........ . 
9 ..,, 

•••••-•Hnn••-•••••••••••••••••-••------••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••• .. ••-• .... •--

10 
11 ·.~.P:Q.YH~.(~.Y..t!fCASE STUDY 1 '!$H$180:·c_~sf·sruQx .. 1 ;!ltt$409 .. L.9)l=R0UND(C11 /B11, 1) ................... .. 

12 •·••·· ............................. - ... --................................................................................................................... i ................ _____ _ 
13 9 ________________ ____ \..,, __________ ! 
14 -----------.. --······· .. ··············· ................. ---'----______ _ 
15 =f.f (_$B 15=$A$6,$B$9 C 15) 1=.!.ff~B15=$A$6,$C$9 ,DJ..?.L .. 
1 6 .:::Lf.(l~J..§.~l~.l9..i.$.~.$..J.<...C_l 6_,_) ___ ····················-················ .. ······ .. --...-;l_= l_f{-· $_6_1 ~-=~~l~ ... l~.~·~' DJ..~.L ... 
17 =IF($817=$A$6,$B$9 C17) l=IF($B17=$A$6.$C$9,Di 7) 
18 .=f F($B.1.8=$A$6,$B$9 Cl 8) ··-···j·=-l_f(-$_8_18_=_$AJ§.i.!r~.9..~.Q.I.?.).~ . .-.-. 
19 =1.F($B1.9=$A$6,$B$9 Cl 9) ............................................ l=lf($B19=$A$6,$C$2 ... R .. L?.L ... 
20 .:::.l..f.(f..~.~.9.':.$.Al~l.$.~.$.~~f .. ?.9..t ... ---··· .. ··········· .. ----······· 1=1f($B20=$A$6,$C$9,D.?.Q} ..... . 
21 =I.F(_$B2.1.=$A$6 ,$6$9,C21) ................. --1 =If ( $B21 =$A$6 ,$C$~.iP.?..U ..... . 
22 .=IF($B22=$A$6,1$B$9,C22) 1=1f($B22=$A$6 ~.~.~.~.,D.?..?L ... . 
23 =IF(l~.?..~.::.~.B.~§.l~B$9 C23) j=lf($823=$A$6,$C$_~~.R.?..~.L .. . 
2 4 .:=J..f.($.~.?-1.:=JB.t.~ ... t~.$.J..,~.?-·:O 1 = I fJJJ! 2 4= $A $6 1 $C $9, D.?-1) ...... . 
2 5 .f..!.f.(~.~.?.§.: .~.~.t~J$~l~.,C25) 1 =IF( $825=$A$6 ,$C$9 :.R.?..?..L .. 
26 .":'_lf-'--($'--B_2~.':.~~.$..~.ii.~.$. .. ?.L~.?-~} ~=IF($826=$A$6,$C$~D26) ..... . 
27 =If i$..~ .. ?7=$A$~.J.~.~$9 C27) j =If ( $827=$A$6 ,$C$9 .. R.?..?.L .. 
28 .:l.f.(t.~.?..~.':.~~.$..~.1.$..~.~ .. ~.S.?_~) ____ ....................... __ 1=1f($B28=$A$6,$C$9/D28) ..... . 
29 =If ( $829=$A$6 ,$8$9 ,C29) 1 =If ( $829=$A$.§.~~~l~.i.~?.?.~.L .. . 
30 =lf($B30=$A$6,$B$9 C30) 1=1f($B30=$A$6 $C$9 030) 
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l 
2 

E 

············-···········------+---
-----······-··--···--··-···----:----

3 
4 

f 6 

-····-· .. ···· .... ·t······· 
---

o•••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••---- ---•••• .. •••••••••••••••••••h••••••• .. ••• .... •••• .. ••••••••--•• .. •• .. ••••••••• .. •• .. •••-----

5 TEACH. !YEAR __ ___ '.CL S 
6 :~JA~lt]t.Q.-Q~!-,_1=·-1_0=17=7===-I=_·cAsE.sTuDv 1 '!E1.77 .............. ::J:;•-cA_S_E_sr_u_o,-r -1 .-!F-1-77--
7 ; ! 

--••••••••••ooHOHOOOHO _______ --OOHO .. H--•000U000o0-0••• .. ••••••• .. •-------------< 
8 ···············-·······-------'-·--···········-··············-·········---'-----------
9 t ll lb 10 ·····························r··········· 

--------1 !~ =R0UND(B.1.1_/(0.8*50),1) i=ROIJND(0.6*D.l.l.*E1 .. 1 .. 1) 1=R0UND(B11-(C11/27),1) 

··························-----·--
l3 n it ll ------------- ------------
14 
1 s ·;;;r;:---c$'s·1· s=$A$6 ,$0$9 ,E 1. s) . ..l =ifffBTs·;·tA°tKJt$·9)~ .. rsT··FTF< $B1 s=$A$6,$f$9~$G$.1_2r·· 

1 6 .::ffLl~J.§.::JM&,lP..t.? .... P.I) l =If ( $~J .. ~:J~.$.2 ... 1Jl?..,.f..1 6) I = I f ( $B 1 6 = $.~_$..§J.f.l~,J:~l!.?.1... ... 
1 1 .:.!.f..(~.~..1 .. ?.::l~J§.{.~.~$ 9 ,E 1 1) ~ = 1 r < $B 1 1 =:t~.~.~.11~.~.~,!u.n .... .1 .. :J.f..UB 1 7 = $.~.~.?.1.~ r $9, $G~J.?..L 
18 .=IF($B.1.8=$A$6,L$D$9.1E 1.8) l=IF($B.1.8=$A$6l$E$9,F 1.8) ... J=lf( $B18=$A$6JF$9,$G$12) ..... 
1 9 = I F (t~ .. ~ .. ~::.1.i::il~ .. J !)$ 9 ,E 1 9 L ~ = I F ( $B .L~.::.~:~.$..?..,.HJ.~.:f.} .. 2) ..... l.:.~f..($ B 1 9 =$A$ 6, $f $ 9, $G $1 2 L. 
20 =IF ( $B20=$A$6 .$D$9 ,E20) l =IF( $B20=$A$6 JE$9 J20) .... ) =IF( $B20=$A$6.i$f $9 ,$G$12) ..... 
21 =lf($B21 =$A$6 $0$9 [21) l=lf($B?.J..::J~l§.LH.$.Ii.E.21} l=lf($.~_?1 =$A$6 $F$9 $G$12) 
22 .=If ( $B22=$A$6 ,$D$9 ,E22) 1 =If ( $B22=$A$6 .i$E$9 ,f 22) .... 1_=1 f ( $B22=$A$6.1$f $9 ,$G$1. 2) ..... 
23 =IF($823=$..~.~6,$D$9,E23) ~=IF($B~.~-=$A$6,$E$~.f.l~.L .. j=IF($B23=$A$6 $F$9 $G$12) 
24 .:.1..Ul~.?.'.!.::t~.i.~.i.$..9..i~ ,E24) ~=IF( t~.?.'.!.::J~.$.~.i.Hl~.,.f..?..4) ~=If ( $B24=$A$.~.i.$!.l~.,J~.$.J_?.L .. 
25 .:.Lf.J.i.~.?..~.::.~.~.~§.,l~J.~./,;.25} ~=IF( $B25=$A$~ S~.$.~.1.f..?.§} .... l.:J.f.J $B25=$A$6 ,$F$9 ,$G$ l 2.L 
26 =IF( $B26=$~.$_§.1$0$9 ,E26) l =I F($B~.§.:.~A.$..§.i.t.~.$..~.,.f..?..f?.!. ..... L::J.tJ.$.B26=$A$..§,$f $9 ,$~lL?..L .. 
27 =l_f ($B27=$A$6_,,$0$9 ,E27) )=IF ( $B27=$A$6 ,$E$9J27) .... l =If( $B27=$A$6 ,$f $9 $G$12) 
28 =IF($B28=$A$6 $D$9 E28) !=IF($B28==$A$6 $E$9 F28) t=lf($B28=$A$6 $f$9 $G$12) ........................................... ~ ........... _ . .-1··-··--=-·································.1 .............. , ............................................................. ,! ....••.•••...• 1 .................... . 

29 =IF($B29=$A$6,$D$9,E29) l=IF($~.?..~.::.~.~$..~.,_Hl~X?.~.> ~=lf($B29=$A$6,$F$9,$G$12) .. 
30 =lf($B30=$A$6,$D$9 E30} !=lf($B30=$A$6 $E$9 F30) j=lf($B30=$A$6 $f$9,$G$12) 
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1 
2 
3 
4 

I JUVI V t 

H 

····-················--------·--
--················-·· .................... ·-·-· 

··-·······································-···········'-.........;.---··············································· 
5 CLP \ST. P i---;;;.__.::c.c;;;..:.....:;_ ______ __..:;c..;;..:...;;c....-. ••.••••••..••••••••••••••••...••• _ ••.••••.•..•..•..•• 

6 ='CASE STUDY 1 '!G 177 l='CASE SI_\-!QY-..L'..!!.it?..? ................... . 
7 -----········--.. -·., ...... . 
8 ............................ ------'----················································ .. ·· 
9 9,~4x; __ \y4x; ------+-~-····· .. ······················································ 
10 
11 =ROUND( ( B 11/1684)*100 l =ROUND(C 11 /36850* 100 1) 

.......................... -..:........:. .••••••••••• - ........... ,1,_.c.;.~~ ............................... -"--'-I 

12 ··························-----.;-----························-···················· ! ! -~·-···· .. ·-···--·---··· .. ···· l9ll.C-s'----_, ---
1 s ·;;;fF{$'sTs·;;,,$A$6L$G$9,H1 s)r=lf($B1.5=·$A.$KJH.$9)Tsr· .. . 
16 .=lf($B.l.6=$A$6,$G$9,H16)j=lf($B.16=$A$6JH$9) 1.6) .... . 
17 .:.!.f..(~B 17=$A$6 ,.~G$9 .H 17L':.!H $817==$A$6.,.t.~_$..~.,.! .. L?.L. 
18 .::.Lf..($..~J .. ~.:.~A$_~,1.$G$9,H18>l=lf($~.!.§.:J~.$.§J.~.$..~~' 18) 
19 =lf($B19=$A$6,$G$9,H19)~=1f($Bl 9~.t~.$..§.,.t~l~./.!..L~.L .. 
20 ."'If ( $820=$A$61$G$9 ,H20)j "'IF( $B20=$A$6.i$H$9)20) ..... 
21 .:.!I(~B21 =$A$6 ,$G$9 ,H21 )l =If ( $62 L::.$..~l~.,1~1?.).?J.L .. 
22 .:!Ul~.?..?..:.$.~$6,$G$~,H22r =r F < $B22~.$.~.$..~,l.~-~l?.A?..?..L .. 
23 =IF( $~.?..?..::.~l§.L~~$9 ,H23)j =If( $B?..?..::J~l~.,1~1~).?..~.L .. 
24 .:.I.f_(.$.~.?4=$A$6 ,$G$9 ,H24)~ =If ( $B21.:_$.A.$..~A.t~l2 124) 
25 =IF($B25=$A$6,$G$9,H25)f =IF($B25=$A$6,$H$9,125) .... . 
26 _:.~.fJ.l~.?..~.::.~~~.~..l.$..G$9 ,H26)~ =IF { $B26=~Al~.i.$..~.i.~.i.l..?..§) ..... . 
27 =I F($B27=:$A$6 ,$G$9 ,H27)~ =If{ $B27=$A$6 ,$H$9 127) 
2 8 =IF (i~.?.§.7$A $6 ,$G$9 ,H 28) ~=If ~ .. ~.~.?.§.:.~~.t.~.J~l~A.?..?..t._ 
29 .:.!.f..(~.~.?..~.:'$A$6 ,$G$9 ,H29)1 =If ( $829~.~.~.~-~.,l~l~.,.!.?..~~-···· 
30 =IF{ $B30=$A$6 .$G$9 H30f =IF( $B30=$A$6 ,$H$9 130) 
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~-i le : Append i x2 

CURRICULUM ANALYSER 

This spreadsheet "adds " vecto r s of c l&.s s records processed by the 
Class Record Analys er 

STATISTIC q w n t 
SUM @SUM(BB ... B9J @SUM( CB ... C9) @INT(+C7 / B7+ . 5) @SUM(E7 .. . EB) 

File: Appendix2 

l 
@SUM(F7 ... FB) 

b 
@SUM(G7 ... GB) 

q% 
@SUM( H7 .. . H8) 

w% 
<!SUM( 17 .. . re) 

------·------------------------------------------------------------------~ ---------------------------------------------- -- -------
subcurricula vectors are entered here 

p,.ge 



• 


